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Researchers widely agree that determinism in parallel programs is desirable. Although experimental parallel programming languages have long featured deterministic semantics, in mainstream parallel environments, developers still build on nondeterministic constructs such as mutexes, leading to time- or schedule-dependent
heisenbugs.

To make deterministic programming more accessible, we introduce

DOMP, a deterministic extension to OpenMP, preserving the familiarity of traditional languages such as C and Fortran, and maintaining source-compatibility with
much of the existing OpenMP standard. Our analysis of parallel idioms used in 35
popular benchmarks suggests that the idioms used most often (89% of instances in
the analyzed code) are either already expressible in OpenMP’s deterministic subset
(74%), or merely lack more general reduction (12%) or pipeline (3%) constructs.
DOMP broadens OpenMP’s deterministic subset with generalized reductions, and
implements an efficient deterministic runtime that acts as a drop-in replacement for
Gnu’s widely used conventional OpenMP support library GOMP, on mainstream
Unix platforms. We evaluate DOMP with several existing OpenMP benchmarks,
each requiring under 50 source line changes and a majority requiring none, as well
as several benchmarks we ported to OpenMP/DOMP. We find DOMP’s efficiency
and scalability comparable to GOMP in 7 of 11 benchmarks, suggesting that a deterministic model for mainstream parallel programming may be well within reach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The proliferation and continual widening of commodity multicore hardware have
increased the importance of parallel computing [8, 52, 80]. A major challenge that
this development introduces, particularly for shared memory parallelism, is how to
ensure that execution will be deterministic. Nondeterministic execution of a buggy
program can make certain bugs manifest themselves only unpredictably on some
runs; such hard-to-reproduce “heisenbugs” hamper debugging and development [71,
74]. By contrast, determinism goes beyond eliminating heisenbugs: it implies the
guaranteed ability to replicate execution sequences exactly, which, in turn, lies at
the core of techniques for fault tolerance [27] and accountability [46]. Determinism
may even provide a basis for timing channel control [12].
To address this challenge, researchers have developed new programming languages, record-and-replay systems, and thread management schemes.
Experimental languages such as Cilk [20], SHIM [36], Parallel Haskell [28], and
Deterministic Parallel Java [22] have explored the appeal and benefits of “deterministic by default” programming models [68, 21]. However, new deterministic languages
require developers to adopt unfamiliar coding styles, type systems, and/or synchro-
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nization constructs, however, and to rewrite or extensively modify existing code.
Deterministic record-and-replay systems such as ReVirt [35], LReplay [29], and
Karma [15] are helpful for finding heisenbugs, but software-based systems are generally too slow for continuous deployment, while sufficiently fast systems require
custom extensions to hardware.
In the area of thread management schemes, deterministic schedulers [33, 77, 18,
17, 70] can execute existing software reproducibly by imposing artificial thread interleaving schedules, but their programming model remains nondeterministic: any
program, input, compiler, or scheduler change may yield a different schedule and
reveal heisenbugs. The experimental operating system Determinator [13] offers a
deterministic, race-free programming model compatible with existing languages, but
supports only hierarchical fork/join synchronization and requires adoption of a new
OS.
Many common parallel programming idioms yield naturally deterministic synchronization behavior [11, 88]: e.g., fork/join, barriers, tasks, pipelines, futures [49],
and write-once structures [7]. Conventional models such as pthreads, however, leave
to the developer the burden of implementing these deterministic idioms correctly atop
nondeterministic low-level primitives, such as mutexes and condition variables. Even
frameworks such as OpenMP, offering higher-level block-structured synchronization,
also include nondeterministic primitives that developers often mix into programs:
e.g., atomic and critical sections, and flush memory barriers used in ad-hoc synchronization [101].
We therefore ask, how indispensable are these nondeterministic primitives in parallel software? Could most mainstream parallel software rely mostly or exclusively
on deterministic constructs, given the right language and system capabilities? And
could a purely deterministic programming model accommodate legacy parallel pro-
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grams, originally written without determinism in mind?
As a step toward answering these questions and making deterministic programming models mainstream, we analyzed three parallel benchmark suites (SPLASH,
NPB-OMP, and PARSEC), hand-counting the instances of synchronization constructs and classifying each according to its use in the program. We find that 66%
of synchronization instances already use deterministic constructs such as fork/join
and barrier, and a further 25% of instances used nondeterministic primitives such
as mutexes as building blocks to express higher-level idioms that are, in fact, naturally deterministic. These latter cases reflect situations in which the programming
language apparently lacked the means to express the deterministic parallel idiom
the developer intended. The largest such class was reductions (12% of instances), in
languages that had no such construct, or, in OpenMP, where language restrictions
failed to support the desired reductions, such as vector addition. In a few cases,
the programmer used nondeterministic primitives to build pipelines (3%) or task
queues (4%), which are also expressible deterministically with appropriate language
support. Only 9% of instances contributed to algorithms we found to be genuinely
nondeterministic, such as user-level scheduling or load balancing. Although these
results cover only a limited benchmark code-base and may not fully represent larger
parallel applications, they nevertheless suggest that a vast majority of parallel idioms
in realistic software should be expressible given appropriate deterministic constructs.
To test this hypothesis, we developed Deterministic OpenMP (DOMP), as first
proposed in [9], an adaptation of the popular (but nondeterministic) OpenMP environment [78], to offer a practical deterministic parallel programming model, while
retaining familiarity and code compatibility. DOMP is implemented as a user-level
library that serves as a drop-in replacement for Gnu OpenMP (GOMP) [45], and
supports most of OpenMP’s familiar block-structured parallel constructs in both C
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and Fortran, with the added guarantees of deterministic execution and freedom from
data races. DOMP follows the Working-Copies Determinism (WCD) programming
model [11], which enforces determinism by providing each thread an isolated logical copy of shared state at fork events, and deterministically merging changes at
joins or barriers. As a side-effect, DOMP consistently and deterministically detects
and reports conflicting writes by parallel threads, which, in a traditional OpenMP
environment, would yield nondeterministic races. In addition, DOMP includes an extended reduction mechanism for arbitrary types and operations alongside OpenMP’s
existing value-type reductions. Both the standard and extended reductions maintain
determinism, not only in the final outcome, but also in the intermediate evaluation
steps, making it possible to reduce correctly over operations that are associative but
not necessarily commutative.
Experiments indicate that, on many standard benchmarks, DOMP’s deterministic machinery incurs relatively modest overheads compared with nondeterministic
execution using GOMP: under 12% overhead in 5 of 11 benchmarks on 16 CPUs,
and under 65% overhead in 9 of 11 benchmarks. Scaling patterns largely follow
those of the reference implementation. It is not DOMP’s aim to improve on the
performance or scalability of the many prior approaches to deterministic parallelism [33, 77, 18, 17, 13, 70]. Nevertheless, our results suggest that it may be
reasonable to expect future versions of familiar, mainstream parallel environments
such as OpenMP to include an expressive deterministic parallel programming model
as a subset, and to offer a deterministic, race-free, and conflict-detecting execution
mode of the type DOMP implements, which developers can enable in production or
only for debugging, as performance considerations permit.
Our contributions include, to our knowledge, the first analysis of the uses of nondeterministic synchronization primitives in standard benchmarks; a new, determin-
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istic version of OpenMP; a deterministic extended reduction construct for OpenMP;
and a demonstration that programs currently written using nondeterministic synchronization mechanisms could, in principle, be converted so as to conform to a
thoroughly deterministic programming model with fairly small changes and only
modest additional overhead in many cases.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 gives a broader background
for the DOMP project, including discussion of related work; Chapter 3 reports on our
analysis of the uses of synchronization in parallel programs; Chapter 4 presents the
design and semantics of DOMP; Chapter 5 describes DOMP’s extended reduction
feature in greater detail, with examples of replacing nondeterministic code with deterministic equivalents using this feature; Chapter 6 provides details on our DOMP
implementation; Chapter 7 evaluates DOMP’s performance; and Chapter 8 concludes.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
The DOMP project contributes both a user-level scheme for ensuring parallel determinism and, within that scheme, a new extended reduction feature. In this chapter,
we review both the research context for the overall project of deterministic parallelism and that of the more specific reduction construct. Following this, we review
areas of research closely connected to the DOMP project, including other solutions
to the problem of nondeterministic parallel computing. These research areas fall into
several categories:
• Programming languages
• Record and replay systems
• Debugging tools
• Transactional memory systems
First, however, we place DOMP in general, and extended reductions in particular,
in a conceptual context.

6

2.1

Deterministic Parallel Computing

A parallel program is deterministic if the input alone determines the output, regardless of extrinsic events such as the OS’s thread scheduling. The contrary of this
condition is nondeterminism. Note that nondeterminism is distinct from underspecification. A programming language or library, for instance, may leave some details
unspecified, and yet the system may execute the program deterministically, in the
sense that the same input always results in the same output and behavior. In such a
case, some other elements of the runtime system, “downstream” from the program,
are sufficiently specified so as to fill in the semantic gaps that the program has left
indeterminate. We call an execution nondeterministic if the output or behavior depend in some way on events, such as thread scheduling or hardware timing, over
which the program has no control, and that no programmer would be able to predict
based on the program and the input. Underspecification in a system allows such
nondeterminism to occur.
If any two threads have access to the same location in shared memory, and at least
one such access is a write, the definite ordering of such accesses is essential. Such
a condition is a conflict in accesses, which may be either a read-write conflict (one
thread reads from the same location that another thread updates) or a write-write
conflict (two threads write different values to the same location). A lack of order
on conflicting accesses, where the sequence of accesses and data visibility changes
differs from one run to the next, is a prime manifestation of nondeterminism in the
system. We call this condition a data race. In a data race, the reading thread may
get either the old or the updated value, depending on timing or scheduling factors
not prescribed in the program. Thus any data race is likely to cause a heisenbug,
since it will likely result in different outcomes on different runs, at least one of which
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is unwanted and erroneous, but, by the same token, not reliably reproducible.
By itself, the above definition of determinism allows for a range of behaviors,
depending on the synchronization and memory consistency models.
Synchronization is naturally deterministic if program logic alone determines how
and at what points different threads interact, depending only on computation state
and not on timing. A fork deterministically creates a child thread at a programdefined point in the parent’s execution, for example. Similarly, a join deterministically combines the parent’s and child’s flows at program-defined points in both
threads. Other common constructs, such as mutex locks, condition variables, semaphores,
monitors, and OpenMP’s atomic, critical, and flush, are semantically nondeterministic: they allow a thread to signal or wake up an unspecified, nondeterministic
recipient—e.g., the next holder of a lock—or to wait for an event from a nondeterministic source—e.g., any of several threads that might signal a condition variable.
The choice of the recipient or source thread in such cases depends on the runtime
scheduler or some other agent, not on what the program itself specifies.
In a similar way, a memory consistency model is deterministic if program logic
alone determines the order in which threads update shared memory and in which
each thread sees such updates. A naturally deterministic memory consistency model
precludes data races, since it by definition orders all memory accesses to shared
memory in which any done thread can affect another.
Classic memory consistency models, including sequential consistency [65, 89] and
relaxed models [43, 86], introduce nondeterminism, by leaving memory access interleavings underspecified. That is, even if a program uses only deterministic synchronization abstractions (e.g., fork/join) and runs on sequentially consistent hardware,
data races and execution timing can make the program exhibit any one of an exponentially large variety of sequentially consistent memory access interleavings.
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A sequentially consistent program, for instance, meets the following requirements [65]:
• “The result of any execution is the same as if the [memory] operations of all
the processors [or threads] were executed in some sequential order,” implying
that every thread in the program sees the same updates to shared memory in
the same order (but not at all necessarily at the same time)
• The order in which every thread sees these shared memory updates corresponds
to the order in which the program specifies them.
Thus if the program has Thread A update x twice, first to the value 1 and to the
value 42, Thread B reads x twice, but its first read operation returns 42, the system
violates sequential consistency. Now suppose that the system is indeed sequentially
consistent (so that Thread B reads 1 first). After these operations, both Thread
A and Thread B increment x (whose current value is 42). Suppose that, in their
respective non-atomic increment operations, both threads read x before either one
writes to x. Each thread sees the same sequence of updates, i.e., from 42 to 43
(erroneously), and thus they do not violate sequential consistency. The same applies
if Thread A writes 43 back to x before Thread B reads x: in this case, both threads
see the same sequence of two updates to x. Thus the classic example of a data race
can easily occur under in a sequentially consistent system.
Weaker memory consistency models impose more constraints on the synchronization operations—here, the fork before and the join after any of the memory accesses
mentioned—but even fewer constraints on other operations. Thus the same data
race could occur a fortiori.
Transactional memory [52], whether implemented in software [34, 53] or in hardware [54], may assume that the underlying memory architecture implements either
9

sequential consistency or a more relaxed memory consistency model. Transactional
memory ensures the atomicity of groups of memory accesses within a transaction,
and therefore prevents data races within the transaction unit. It does not, however, specify the order of transactions among threads, but leaves this specification
to the programmer, much as do low-level synchronization primitives such as mutex
locks and condition variables. By itself, then, transactional memory effectively allows higher-level data races [5] at the larger scale of transactions, though it prevents
them at the level of particular read or write accesses.
By contrast, workspace consistency [11] requires that every write to shared memory be associated with the ensuing read or reads according to a prescribed pattern
that the programmer could therefore deduce by examining the program, with knowledge of the ordering rules of the system. We examine workspace consistency further
in 4.1.
Several research efforts have focused on running a nondeterministic program,
perhaps containing data races, deterministically. Deterministic schedulers such as
DMP [33] and CoreDet [17] execute a semantically nondeterministic program repeatably, by artificially synthesizing one particular (arbitrary) interleaving of the
program’s synchronization and memory access events. Deterministic scheduling can
reproduce races once detected, but it neither eliminates races nor guarantees that
they will be detected. A program’s behavior may still depend on the (deterministic)
execution schedule in subtle ways not explicit in program logic, as in this example:
// Thread A:
{
if (input_is_typical)
do_a_lot();
x++;
}
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// Thread B:
{
do_a_little();
x++;
}

Under “typical” program inputs, abstracted here via ‘input_is_typical’, a deterministic scheduler may always cause thread B to reach its increment of x while thread
A is executing its long-running and non-conflicting do_a_lot(). But some particular “rare” input, which unit tests may not have covered, may cause the threads’
increments to line up in the deterministic execution schedule, resulting in a classic
data race and an “input-dependent heisenbug.”
Another scheduling approach, Kendo [77], enforces deterministic synchronization
by ordering lock acquisitions and releases, but does not constrain memory accesses,
so that programs containing data races (through a failure to lock) will run nondeterministically.
Grace [18] is a deterministic scheduler that emulates sequential consistency by
means of speculative execution and transactional memory techniques. Determinator [13] and Revisions [26] avoid the complexity of speculative execution by straying
from sequential consistency. These projects achieve acceptable overhead for some
workloads, but constrain programs to a minimal set of deterministic synchronization
primitives such as fork/join and barrier. Revisions, moreover, a C# library, does
not directly support legacy code written in C-like languages.
Another deterministic scheduling system that avoids both the input sensitivity
described above for quantum-based systems and the overhead of speculative execution and rollback is Tern [31], which memoizes execution schedules for reuse. This
solution, like all deterministic schedulers, solves a related but distinct problem from
11

the one that both Determinator and DOMP solve: the former allow racy programs
to run reproducibly, while the latter eliminate data races by enforcing a deterministic
programming model.
Aside from deterministic scheduling, record and replay systems, such as Recap [79], Instant Replay [67], DejaVu [30], and ReVirt [35], as well as many others,
at least enable the user to reproduce any bug on demand. These systems, however,
generally impose too much overhead to work feasibly on deployment systems, or else
require special hardware.
Deterministic parallel functional programming languages have long been available [56, 85], including dataflow languages [1, 39] and parallel Haskell [2, 28, 62, 96].
Following in the dataflow tradition is the recent Concurrency Collections (CnC) language [23], which specifies the parallel execution of code “kernels” (routines), which
may, in turn, be written in any of a wide range of languages, including conventional
imperative ones such as C++ or Java. All of these languages derive their determinism from the “single assignment rule”: a variable is undefined until a thread defines
it with a value, at which point it is also immutable. In this way, data races are impossible. Programmers have been slow to adopt the functional language paradigm,
however, and CnC, which accommodates conventional programming for the (serial)
“kernels”, presupposes a division of labor between the “domain experts” who develop
the “kernels” and the “tuning experts” who parallelize it using CnC’s relatively unfamiliar notation and concepts.
Some recent languages support deterministic parallelism while allowing for a conventional imperative style. The SHIM language [36, 37, 94] implements a deterministic message passing model, avoiding the challenges of making shared memory deterministic, but also foregoing the programming convenience of the shared memory
abstraction and requiring programmers to marshal data into explicit messages. De-
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terministic Parallel Java [22] offers shared memory, but requires the programmer to
adopt a new Java type system, and to “prove” statically via typing rules that parallel
code is race-free. Array Building Blocks [44] promise deterministic parallelism, but
their proprietary nature hampers detailed inspection.
DOMP has many architectural similarities to Dthreads [70]. Like Grace and
DOMP, the Dthreads scheme supports programs in C-like languages, written using a
standard parallel API. Like Determinator and DOMP, Dthreads do not require speculative execution and rollback, and therefore achieve good performance. Dthreads’ efficiency, however, depends on their imposition of an arbitrary shared memory commit
order—a form of deterministic scheduling—which allows racy programs to execute
deterministically. By contrast, DOMP offers a way to allow conventional programs to
conform, as much as possible, to a purely deterministic programming model, which
treats data races as errors.
DOMP’s approach has most in common with that of Determinator [13] and Revisions [26], operating in the workspace consistency model [11], while supporting a
wider range of naturally deterministic synchronization abstractions to increase compatibility with legacy code.

2.2

The Reduction Construct

In addition to supporting OpenMP’s core features, DOMP offers a generalized reduction construct. A reduction (or right fold in functional programming) is a higherorder function that applies a binary combining operation first to an initial value and
the first element of a list, and then iteratively to the results of the previous iteration
and the next element of the list, until every element has been consumed. For example,
if the list contains integers and the combining operation is addition, a reduction over
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the list will give the sum of the integers. In parallel programming, each “element”
of the “list” is a single thread’s instance of a shared variable; reduction aggregates
the values of this variable across threads according to the combining operation.
The standard OpenMP reduction construct takes the form of a clause modifying
the OpenMP directive that stands at the head of a structured block and specifies
that the ensuing block be executed in parallel. Within the block, the variable (or
variables) listed in the clause will be updated using conventional updating syntax as
in sequential programming, as in the following example:
int x = 0;
#pragma omp parallel reduction(+:x)
{
x += 42;
}

// x == 42 * num_threads

This reduction has the special semantic feature that it produces the same results even
if the program disregards the OpenMP directives, e.g., if the programmer compiles
without OpenMP support. (With GCC, this means compiling without the -fopenmp
flag.) Unfortunately, OpenMP’s reduction construct only supports a handful of arithmetic, bitwise, and logical operations, and only scalar, value types. This means that
such simple operations as vector addition and matrix multiplication, as well as more
complex and algorithm-specific ones, are unsupported. Furthermore, the OpenMP
specification does not stipulate an evaluation order. In general, implementations
such as the one in GOMP evaluate the reduction in a nondeterministic order, using
low- or machine-level mutex locks.
Before and outside of OpenMP, reductions have a long history in programming
language theory [59], and are a key concept in a theoretical understanding of parallel
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programming in a functional programming language [91]. Thus DOMP’s extended
reduction is not a new concept, but its conformity to OpenMP reduction semantics,
and its use in bridging the gap between conventional parallel programming and a
purely deterministic programming model, are among its contributions.
A wide range of modern programming languages, both functional and imperative, support reductions in sequential programs in one way or another, including
C#, C++, D, Haskell, JavaScript, Lisp, ML, Perl, PHP, and Python. The C++
std::accumulate library routine, for instance, allows the programmer to reduce over
an iterable sequence, using an initial value and an arbitrary combining operation—or
sum by default, if the programmer supplies no operation (see pp. 682 – 3 in [93]):
template <class In, class T, class BinOp>
T accumulate(In first, In last, T init, BinOp op) {
while (first != last) init = op(*first++);
}
This amounts to mere syntactic sugar for iterating over the sequence and repeatedly
applying the operation, since it implies no parallel execution and cannot be readily
adapted to parallel programming.
The MapReduce algorithm’s second, reduce, phase applies a reduction across
large lists of data entries in the nodes of a distributed system[32]. First, the map
phase, running in parallel on many nodes, takes the input and returns a set of
key-value pairs. In the shuffle phase, the system redistributes the key-value pairs
among the reducer nodes, so that each node has a subset, or list, of such keyvalue pairs to reduce. Like the mappers, the reducer nodes work independently and
in parallel, although the MapReduce algorithm does not require parallelism within
the reducer node itself. Moreover, the algorithm is not embedded within a larger
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scheme of parallel execution as is the OpenMP reduction. The Phoenix project [82]
ports MapReduce to the multicore platform, but, likewise, launches and terminates
parallel execution for the special purpose of the MapReduce problem alone. Neither
the original MapReduce nor Phoenix defines a deterministic order for evaluating the
reduction.
CnC has a proposed new reduction construct [24], which, like the rest of CnC, is
provably deterministic [23]. This reduction works with arbitrary combining operations but requires the same unfamiliar notation and programming paradigm as the
rest of CnC.
Intel’s Threading Building Blocks C++ library (TBB) [58] defines a parallel reduce
template function, bearing some similarities to C++ std::accumulate, but providing for parallel execution of the reduction. Like the latter and unlike OpenMP’s
reduction clause, parallel reduce allows for arbitrary types and operations. Its
data argument is an object of the Range template class, which is more general than
the iterable object supplied to std::accumulate; having instead a split function,
to split the data into two parts, recursively. Like Phoenix and unlike OpenMP’s reduction clause, this reduction spawns and terminates its own parallel team of threads
rather than working within a larger parallel block, although TBB does support nested
parallelism. TBB’s parallel reduce recursively splits the data as far as possible
and then applies the combining operation to pairs of data entries along a binary tree
in the process of joining threads—a pattern similar to the workings of DOMP’s extended reduction, as further explained in 5.1 and 6.4. However, in contrast to DOMP,
TBB’s order of splitting the data and thus the shape of the resulting evaluation tree
are explicitly nondeterministic.
*

*
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*

The design of DOMP should be seen within the broader context of various relevant
areas of research. We turn to these next.

2.3

Programming Languages

The functional programming language research community has been interested in
parallelism at least since the 1980s [81]. Parallelism and functional programming
make a good fit because functional programming languages can express computations
guaranteed to be devoid of side effects. (Languages such as Haskell and ML do
provide special features to express side effects separately from pure functions, e.g.,
monads in Haskell and references in ML.) A program written in a purely functional
language, devoid of side effects, or in the purely functional subset of a functional
language, is deterministic by nature, since it does not allow any interactions among
concurrent processes: the result of a parallel program will always be the same for
a given input, and also the same as that of its sequential version [50]. Moreover,
functional languages do not generally include an assignment operation, since such
an operation is defined as exerting a side effect upon the value of the left-hand
operand. For this reason, functional languages are also called “single-assignment”
languages: the definitional expression let x = 42 means that x will forever have
the value 42 in the given scope and no other value. This “single-assignment rule” is
another aspect of what makes functional languages deterministic when parallelized:
the concept of updating a variable has no place here, so data races are impossible.
(The functional programming language ML has a parallel version, CML [83].
However, CML seems to have been developed specifically to make certain kinds of
nondeterminism possible in interactive systems.)
Early research focused primarily on implicit parallelism, in which the compiler
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could easily infer from the function what elements of it could be computed independently and therefore in parallel, as in Id [76], pH (a parallel dialect of Haskell) [2], and
pHluid [40]. This focus continues with Manticore [41]. At the same time, Paul Hudak
developed a system of annotations whereby a programmer could nudge the compiler
to parallelize particular regions of code and in what configuration [56], which made
better performance possible for a wider range of programs, while at the same time
separating off parallelization from core algorithmic concerns [95].
Dataflow languages are functional programming languages developed specifically
for dataflow architectures [99], which are machine architectures designed to exploit
parallelism by circumventing the bottlenecks believed inherent in the von Neumann
architecture [6, 61]. Moreover, their determinism is evident in that they follow the
model of the Kahn process network in the transfer of data among (physical or virtual)
processors [39]. Dataflow languages are compiled into dataflow graphs, which the
system uses to control the flow of data. Languages such as Cajole [51], Lucid [98],
and LUSTRE [47] are textually based and treat the data flow graph as an internal
representation. But other dataflow languages have visual external representations for
the benefit of clarity and ease in software engineering. These include the commercial
products LabVIEW [57] and, more recently, Simulink[72], which is widely used today
for the design of control systems. These languages can run on any modern platform,
but are specialized in their purposes. As a whole, dataflow languages are clearly
both deterministic and useful, but limited with respect to use cases.
A number of more conventionally imperative-style languages have emerged in
recent years that offer deterministic parallelism. SHIM [36, 94, 37] is a deterministic
parallel programming language with C-like syntax and in the imperative style, whose
parallelism follows the message-passing paradigm. It was developed particularly for
the design of embedded systems. Deterministic Parallel Java (DPJ) [22] uses shared-
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memory parallelism, but requires the programmer to annotate data according to a
type and effect system that determines which data are visible and otherwise accessible
to which threads at various points in the program. Guava [14], presented as a
“dialect of Java without data races,” uses a comparable annotation system, and
restricts programs so as to allow concurrent threads to have access to data only
if such accesses are properly synchronized. Although this principle might at first
appear to eliminate data races, it seems to us to leave open the possibility of the
“higher-level data races” [5] mentioned in ?? with regard to transactional memory.
Like DPJ and Guava, Jade [84] involves the annotation of data to make access
permissions explicit, but uses this information to parallelize serial code automatically,
working with an original source in a conventional language such as C. Jade’s promise
is to preserve sequential semantics in parallel execution, something to which standard
OpenMP aspires in principle, but without the latter’s excluding nondeterminism.
Another programming language based on C and providing for parallelism through
annotations is Cilk [20, 69, 42], which also strives to provide the same semantics
under sequential and parallel execution, but which, like standard OpenMP, does not
actually prevent nondeterminism.

2.4

Deterministic Scheduling

The approach of imposing a deterministic schedule on a possibly nondeterministic
and even racy or buggy program has interested many research groups. DMP [33] and
CoreDet [17] divide program “time” into uniform units, or quanta, consisting of a
fixed number of instructions, with each quantum divided between an initial parallel
phase and a sequential phase. Through static analysis, the compiler detects and
marks potentially conflicting accesses to shared memory. The runtime system shifts
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Figure 2.1: Execution quantum scheme in deterministic schedulers such as DMP and
CoreDet.
from parallel to sequential execution as soon as it encounters the first such conflicting
instruction within a quantum. Figure 2.1 illustrates this scheme. In the sequential
portion, of course, the runtime imposes an arbitrary but consistent order on threads’
accesses to shared memory, which ensures the deterministic outcome of the program.

Grace [18] does not follow the same quantizing model as DMP and CoreDet, and,
indeed, it shares many elements with DOMP: it implements threads as separate processes, each working within its own address space; it tracks writes (and also reads)
using access protection and a signal handler; it eliminates mutex locks, converting
those that occur in source code into no-ops. Grace threads write their updates to
shared memory to local copies, as in DOMP, and the runtime commits those updates
as transactions at synchronization points, which are any points where threads fork
or join. A major difference from DOMP, however, is that Grace threads update
shared memory speculatively: at synchronization points, they attempt to commit,
but if a thread’s attempt has the wrong version number, kept in a global data structure, execution aborts and restarts the commit sequence. The resulting sequence of
changes to shared state is always the same, and therefore deterministic, but aborted
and restarted transactions could waste resources. Dthreads [70] combines ideas such
as threads-as-processes for thread isolation and protection and trapping to track
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writes from Grace with the quanta divided into parallel and sequential phases and
a deterministic “write token” that orders writes to shared memory in the sequential phase from DMP and CoreDet. Dthreads also achieves remarkable efficiency
by means of tricks such as minimizing writes by “diffing” them against the original
state, a technique borrowed from TreadMarks [4] and Munin [16]. It also minimizes
false sharing, resulting in performances sometimes better than those of the reference
pthreads implementation. And unlike both Grace and DOMP, Dthreads supports
parallel programs that do not conform to the simple fork/join model.
Kendo, like DMP, CoreDet, and Grace, uses performance counters to compute a
deterministic schedule; but unlike these solutions, it concentrates exclusively on the
deterministic ordering of lock acquisitions. It therefore does not have to quantize
execution and is both simpler and more efficient than DMP or CoreDet. However,
a program that has a data race—arising from a failure to use mutual exclusion
locks where necessary—will remain racy and nondeterministic under Kendo. Thus
Kendo can only guarantee that a race-free program will always execute with the same
schedule, a guarantee of some usefulness, especially in Byzantine fault tolerance and
other systems that require exact replication of computations.
Revisions [26] follows a model very close to that of DOMP: threads are processes,
each one working in its own, isolated copy of shared state. However, Revisions resolves memory access conflicts according to the isolation type of each conflicting
object, rather than, as in DOMP, by signaling a race condition error. This approach can only work in a strongly typed language that can record additional type
information—and, of course, it does not assume a deterministic programming model,
but rather the deterministic execution of a strongly typed programming model.
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2.5

Record and Replay Systems

An approach to deterministic parallelism entirely different from programming languages or deterministic schedulers is to have the system monitor the execution of
a parallel program, log every event important to parallel execution, and then make
it possible to replay the execution, using the log, with the exact same interleaving, resulting in the same output and behavior. This approach is called record and
replay, and it can be of great use in debugging parallel code that may contain heisenbugs [3, 64, 92], as well as in intrusion detection [35]. Record and replay systems
present a difficult trade-off between cost and performance. Software record and replay systems, such as DejaVu [30], ReVirt [35], and Doubleplay [97] are inexpensive,
but tend to slow application performance down to the point where it would not be
feasible to run them continually on high-use deployment systems such as Web servers.
By contrast, systems including special hardware, such as Karma [15] and FDR [102]
are very efficient but expensive. Research continues in this area to develop a record
and replay system that is at once fast and affordable.

2.6

Debugging Tools

A number of debugging tools and systems are available to help programmers to cope
with nondeterminism in their parallel programs. Cilk has its own special debugging tool to help catch data races [69]. For more general purposes, RacerX [38]
can find concurrency bugs, both data races and deadlocks, through static analysis.
The Valgrind project’s concurrency bug detector Helgrind also works through static
analysis—in particular, by building a graph of “happens-before” relations [75]. In
our own, admittedly slight experience with Helgrind, however, we found it to produce so many false positive results as to be of limited usefulness. Eraser [87] detects
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concurrency bugs dynamically, by monitoring all shared memory references, making
it somewhat resemble record and replay systems.

2.7

Transactional Memory

As mentioned in 2.1, transactional memory ensures atomicity of updates to shared
memory but does not, in and of itself, prevent data races in the program. However,
transactional memory shares some techniques with DOMP, and provides a partial
model for addressing some of DOMP’s central issues: thread isolation and the minimization of synchronization overhead. Herlihy and Moss’s hardware transactional
memory [55], for example, uses a slight modification of the standard “snoopy” cache
coherence protocol to enable the cache to detect transaction conflicts. In so doing,
it minimizes synchronization overhead, essentially to setting or clearing bits in the
cache directory. This design takes care to allow normal memory accesses to proceed
without interference, as if isolated from the transactions. Moreover, both this system
and Shavit and Touitou’s software transactional memory (STM) [90], whose design
is based on the former, avoid locks and blocking entirely. These two and other STM
systems generally assume that multiple processes will be sharing the same transactional memory but not the same address space, i.e., that they work essentially in
isolation except when interacting through a transaction [34, 53, 52]. This model, in
which the memory serves as a lock-free synchronization manager, resembles the role
of the runtime library in DOMP. However, DOMP does not resolve or retry conflicting memory accesses, but rather signals an error in the program in such cases.
*

*

*

Among deterministic parallel programming solutions that support C-style languages, Determinator and DOMP are unusual in requiring that the program conform
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to a deterministic programming model that does not allow data races and that precludes the use of such low-level synchronization primitives as muteness and condition
variables, which assume an underlying nondeterministic model. This approach raises
a question: how important or necessary are such nondeterministic language elements
to real-world programming? In order to approximate an answer to this question, we
pursued the analysis that follows in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Synchronization
How crucial are nondeterministic synchronization abstractions to the logic of parallel
programs? To find out, we manually counted invocations of synchronization abstractions in the programs of three parallel benchmark suites—SPLASH [100], NPB-OMP
[60], and PARSEC [19], choosing OpenMP versions of programs whenever possible
and pthreads versions otherwise. This analysis extended and refined earlier work by
[9].
Our working hypothesis that the practices and patterns in these benchmarks reflect those found in the larger software world remains, admittedly, unproven. Ideally,
we would have analyzed larger, real-world OpenMP programs, but hand analysis of
these was impractical.
We counted some matching pairs of events as single instances:
• A fork and its corresponding join
• A lock acquisition and its corresponding release
• A condition variable “wait” and “broadcast” statements, along with associated
lock acquisition
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In this way, we attempted to overcome some of the heterogeneity involved in comparing OpenMP with pthreads programs.
We counted the locations where code invoked the naturally deterministic abstractions fork /join and barrier, and recorded each count directly, along with work sharing
and reduction constructs in the case of OpenMP code. Invocations of nondeterministic abstractions—locks, condition variables, and OpenMP’s atomic, critical, and
flush—we grouped by the idioms in which they were used, for which we identified
five classes:
• Work sharing: pthreads only, since OpenMP has work sharing constructs
• Reduction: pthreads, and OpenMP with unsupported types or operations
• Pipeline: pthreads and OpenMP
• Task Queue: pthreads and OpenMP—assigning tasks to threads as the former
appear and the latter become available
• Legacy: pthreads, in SPLASH only; these are utilities to make I/O and heap
allocation thread safe, from a time before thread safety became standard in
the C library, and are now obsolete
• Nondeterministic idioms: pthreads and OpenMP, for any genuinely nondeterministic algorithm, such as simulated user interactions, user-level scheduling,
or load balancing.
Figures 3.2 and 3.1 summarize our findings. “Work-sharing” idioms occur in pthreads
programs, which lack OpenMP’s higher-level constructs; e.g., they lock a global integer and save its value as a thread ID for later task assignment, before incrementing
and unlocking it. Likewise, pthreads code has to use locks to update variables to
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Figure 3.1: Types and uses of synchronization abstractions in SPLASH, NPB-OMP,
and PARSEC programs. Items in green are naturally deterministic constructs. Items
in yellow are uses of nondeterministic primitives to achieve deterministic higher-level
goals.
achieve the equivalent of reductions. As Figure 3.3 shows, in the majority (74%) of
cases of the use of these naturally nondeterministic synchronization constructs, the
programmer was building a higher-level deterministic idiom.
Furthermore, we find that the majority of synchronization idioms used in all
benchmarks taken together could be expressed using the deterministic set of OpenMP
constructs, the same set to which DOMP restricts itself, as shown in Table 3.1. Of
course, the standard OpenMP implementation of the deterministic set of its constructs is not, itself, deterministic. This is where DOMP comes in: DOMP provides
a guarantee of deterministic semantics for this subset.
Note also that we include in Table 3.1 task queues because OpenMP has a task
construct (currently available only in Fortran), which, in principle, could be implemented in a deterministic manner. In fact, none of the analyzed benchmarks using
task queues implement them by means of the OpenMP task construct. Rather,
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Constructs

2
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2
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Figure 3.2: Invocations of synchronization abstractions in source code of SPLASH,
NPB, and PARSEC benchmark programs, broken down into naturally deterministic constructs, uses of nondeterministic primitives to build deterministic idioms,
and genuinely nondeterministic idioms. No OpenMP benchmarks studied had any
nondeterministic idioms.
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Figure 3.3: Naturally nondeterministic synchronization constructs, classified by idiom in which they are used.

In OpenMP?
Deterministic
construct already in
OpenMP
Extensions to
OpenMP
TOTAL

Idiom
fork/join
barrier
work sharing
simple reduction
task queue
Subtotal
extended reduction
pipeline

% Sync
17.87
14.79
35.54
1.81
3.62
73.63
11.70
3.30
88.62

Table 3.1: The majority of idioms using synchronization in the analyzed benchmarks
could be expressed with deterministic OpenMP constructs.
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they all manage their task queues at the user level by assigning tasks to threads
nondeterministically as the latter become available. Alternatively, the task queue
idiom could use a task abstraction such as OpenMP’s current one, but that would be
implemented deterministically. For instance, the runtime can start a new thread for
each task, leaving it to the OS’s scheduler to assign threads to processors as usual.
OpenMP’s reduction construct only supports built-in scalar types and simple
operations, such as summing over an integer. This leaves many common, even simple,
use cases unsupported. For example, the NPB benchmarks BT, EP, LU, and SP use
a vector (array) to hold the sum of the threads’ local vectors, with code such as this
(from BT):
do m = 1, 5
!$omp atomic
rms(m) = rms(m) + rms_local(m)
enddo

Likewise, DC finds the maximum over one object field and sums over several others
dependent on this maximum. PARSEC freqmine finds a maximum over a field,
freeing the non-maximal objects as a side effect.
DOMP’s extended reduction construct expresses such idioms succinctly, while its
deterministic implementation guarantees a fixed evaluation order, dispensing with
atomic and other such nondeterministic constructs. Moreover, all non-OpenMP
benchmarks that use reduction idioms would require an extended reduction if rewritten using OpenMP or DOMP, generally because they reduce on pointer types.
Figure 3.4 focuses in on the subset of analyzed benchmarks written in OpenMP,
which includes all those in the NPB suite, as well as three in PARSEC. This chart
highlights the relative importance of extended reductions to the project of a deterministic OpenMP.
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Figure 3.4: Types and uses of synchronization abstractions in those benchmarks that
use OpenMP.
Both pthreads and OpenMP lack a high-level construct to represent a pipeline,
having instead to resort to ad-hoc synchronization, for which OpenMP code uses the
nondeterministic flush construct (NPB LU). Deterministic pipeline and task object
constructs remain attractive DOMP extensions for future work.
The few remaining uses of synchronization abstractions, 8.7% in aggregate, may
be irreducibly nondeterministic, and comprise a miscellany of idioms, from simulated
user-program interactions (vips) to simulated particle interactions (fmm, fluidanimate) to user-level scheduling not formally implemented as a work queue (radiosity,
volrend). Whether one might achieve the same goals using deterministic idioms is
beyond our present scope.
The need for extended reductions and deterministic pipeline constructs account
together for all instances of nondeterministic OpenMP constructs in the OpenMP
benchmarks we studied. In NPB, they contribute 16.5% and 1% of total synchronization instances, respectively, thus again highlighting the potential usefulness of
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extended reductions for a deterministic OpenMP.
Our analysis suggests, first, that a deterministic OpenMP, with an API consisting
of the deterministic subset of OpenMP’s constructs and an implementation that
guarantees deterministic semantics, is a reasonable goal. It further suggests that
generalizing OpenMP’s reduction construct could substantially increase the portion
of parallel applications that DOMP would support with its strictly deterministic
abstractions. We describe this extension in Chapter 5, after a review of DOMP’s
overall design.
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Chapter 4
Design and Semantics
DOMP builds on OpenMP [78] to offer a parallel programming model with both
an expressive API and race-free, naturally deterministic semantics. DOMP retains
most OpenMP core constructs, but excludes OpenMP’s few nondeterministic ones.
DOMP further extends OpenMP’s API with a deterministic generalized reduction,
which can replace the most common uses of its excluded nondeterministic constructs.
By “naturally deterministic,” we mean such that program logic alone determines
at what point in each thread’s execution sequence it synchronizes with another
thread—immune to the effects of the scheduler and hardware timing. The program
defines a function from the input to the output and behavior. In order to support
this level of determinism, DOMP follows the Working-Copies Determinism (WCD)
programming model [11]. Since WCD is the theoretical foundation of DOMP, we
here discuss WCD and its basis in the Workspace Consistency memory consistency
model. Next we consider the rationale for implementing a deterministic version of
the OpenMP API with Workspace Consistency semantics in the form of a user library. Finally, we review the features of DOMP, pointing out how they manifest
WCD semantics.
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4.1

Working-Copies Determinism

DOMP enforces determinism according to the Working-Copies Determinism (WCD)
programming model [11]. This model guarantees, not only that execution will always produce the same output and behavior on the same input, but that a program
containing a data race will fail to execute to completion. WCD provides this guarantee by limiting communications between threads to the parent-child relation and
to program-specified synchronization points such as fork, join, and barrier. Synchronization is then thoroughly deterministic. This arrangement follows the Workspace
Consistency memory and programming model (WC) [11].
The essence of Workspace Consistency can be gleaned from a consideration of
the “swap assignment” operation available in some languages, including Perl and
JavaScript:
(x, y) := (y, x)

This construct implies no parallelism, but its semantics require, crucially, that both
x and y on the right side be evaluated before either x or y on the left side receives
its new value. Under Workspace Consistency, we get exactly the same results from
a “parallel swap,” as illustrated in Figure 4.1a. The runtime under WC ensures that

(a) Semantics

(b) Memory consistency model

Figure 4.1: The “parallel swap” construct under Workspace Consistency
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x sees the old value of y and vice versa. The crucial point is that x “hands its value
off,” in effect, to y, and vice versa.
To explain this model both more generally and in greater detail, we use the traditional terminology for describing memory consistency models [43, 73]. Memory accesses in parallel programs fall into the two categories: shared and private, the former
of which are the only ones requiring special treatment. Shared accesses, in turn, are
competing if more than one thread accesses the same location and at least one such
access is a write; otherwise, they are non-competing. Again, competing accesses are
the ones of special concern, because only they could result in data races. Then, some
competing accesses are synchronizing, while others are non-synchronizing. Synchronizing accesses ensure the safety of other competing accesses—-generally, by using
some location in memory as a means to pass a message from one thread to another,
as, for instance, when one thread sets a flag to signal that other threads may read
the (data) value at location x.
Finally, we may classify a synchronizing access as either an acquire or a release.
A thread performs an acquire in order to gain (non-synchronizing) access to some
other location in memory, typically storing data; in a release, a thread signals that
some other location in memory is available for access by one or more other threads.
An acquire always involves a read. In a spinlock, for instance, the thread seeking
access checks a flag repeatedly in a loop until the flag’s value changes (say, from set
to clear). The change in value signals the waiting thread that it has permission to
access the desired memory location (holding data); this read is the acquire per se.
As soon as the thread receives this signal, it writes to the flag again so as to signal
other threads that they may not have access to the data and must wait. This write
is considered non-synchronizing, since it does not signal that a memory location is
available. When the current thread finishes, it must write again, clearing the flag so
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Figure 4.2: Pairing of releases and acquires following the Workspace Consistency
model. The pair (thread, event number ) appears to the left of each synchronization
event (blue rectangle) and identifies it uniquely. Each event has as its argument the
identifier of the partnered event in another thread.

that some other thread may obtain the lock; this second write is a release. A release
always involves a write. In an even simpler, non-exclusive scenario, a team of threads
spins on a synchronization variable until one thread broadcasts to all of them that
the data in some location are available, by setting a flag. The issuing thread’s write
to the flag is the release; each thread’s read when the flag is set is its acquire.
Under Workspace Consistency, program logic pairs each release to a specific acquire, as illustrated in Figure 4.1b. In addition, one thread’s writes do not become
visible to any other thread until the next synchronization event, the release-acquire
pair in which the writing thread releases the data. Synchronization accesses are
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sequentially consistent (or, more precisely, processor consistent), meaning that the
order of releases and acquires follows program logic and that all threads observe the
same order. Finally, if two threads perform conflicting (non-synchronizing) writes,
the implementation handles this condition deterministically, e.g., by always signaling
it as a data race error.
Figure 4.2 illustrates Workspace Consistency in the fork-join synchronization construct with a team of four threads. The master thread (Thread 0) signals to each
other thread in turn that all shared data are accessible at the same time that it
creates those threads by calling fork. At the join, each thread in turn signals to the
master that its version of shared data is ready for the master to read. In practice, for
efficiency, we implemented the join in a binary tree pattern to increase parallelism
(see 6.2). Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding synchronization pattern for a barrier,
where the master’s releases are not combined with the fork call.
Because synchronization in Workspace Consistency controls the visibility of data
updates, this model constrains the flow of data to follow a strictly deterministic
pattern. Returning to our example of the “parallel swap” (Figure 4.1b), before the
barrier, Thread 0 sees the previous, not updated, value of y (say, 0), and Thread
1 does the same for x. After the barrier, x has the value 42 and y has the value
33 for both threads. Then, when each makes its respective assignment, the swap is
complete.
Workspace Consistency gives us, in effect, both the convenience of shared-memory
parallelism and the determinism of a message-passing system that takes the form of
a Kahn process network [63]. The key feature of a Kahn network that makes it
deterministic is that, at any given time, no node (processor, thread) is allowed to
receive data from more than one communication channel. Whereas a system with
shared channels (Figure 4.4) requires mutex locks to prevent data races and allows
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Figure 4.3: Pairing of releases and acquires in a barrier.

data to flow nondeterministically, a Kahn process network (Figure 4.5) constrains
communication in such a way that the order in which data flows over time is always
the same from one run to the next. Figure 4.5 shows nodes sending on only one
channel at a time, but this is not strictly necessary. In fact, a single-producer,
multiple-consumer data propagation pattern is compatible both with Kahn networks
and with Workspace Determinism [11].
Working Copies Determinism then isolates data for each thread between synchronization events, in order to comply with Workspace Consistency’s data visibility
requirements. Every concurrent thread receives its own, private logical copy of shared
state at the fork, and the restriction on communication prevents read-write conflicts.
At the fork, the DOMP runtime also creates an additional reference copy of shared
state, to remain untouched until a barrier or the join. At the barrier or join, the
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Figure 4.4: Nondeterministic network

Figure 4.5: Kahn process network
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Figure 4.6: Working-copies determinism with 2 threads

parent thread compares and merges its own and its children’s versions of shared
state with the reference copy, signaling any conflicting write as an error. A barrier is
effectively a join followed by a new fork, with the same number of threads resuming
execution immediately after the barrier.
Figure 4.6 illustrates this sequence of events and its consequences on the visibility
of data to threads.
DOMP, then, implements Working Copies Determinism while supporting most
of the OpenMP API. In order to detect changes between synchronization points
and to check for data races while merging updated versions of shared state, DOMP
creates, not only a logical copy for each concurrent thread, but an extra reference
copy. Figure 4.7 illustrates the role of these data versions in forking and merging.
DOMP’s treatment of race conditions as errors is not the only possibility within
a deterministic system. Alternatively, one may choose a scheme for resolving write
conflicts in some known order, perhaps requiring programmer annotations, as in
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Figure 4.7: Sequence of events in a DOMP team of threads

Revisions [26]. In the WCD model, however, a write-write conflict is likely a sign of
an error in program logic, which should not be silently resolved.
Because DOMP follows WCD, a programmer can retrofit legacy code, whether
a sequential program to be parallelized or a standard OpenMP application, and
uncover hidden data races that may be “benign” on test inputs but lead to incorrect
results or heisenbugs when the code is deployed and encounters different inputs, or
when it undergoes further development.
The WCD mechanism as described presupposes a particular granularity of comparison and merging. At the join, the runtime may compare and merge the various
threads’ copies of shared state by byte, by word, etc. Any choice of granularity will
risks some false positives as well as false negatives. If we choose byte granularity, for
instance, a program with a shared bitfield can raise a false positive. Meanwhile, suppose two threads share a 4-byte integer at location x, where the reference copy has
0, thread A has 1, and thread B has 16. Ignoring this race, the runtime will merge
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bytes to produce 17 silently at location x. Ideally, a WCD system would be able to
apply the granularity appropriate to each shared variable’s type. In our prototype,
we abstract granularity to make it easy to change, and use the byte as the default.
WCD’s orientation toward hierarchical, fork-join parallelism makes for a convenient fit with OpenMP’s general design. With its exclusion of the few nondeterministic features defined in OpenMP and its inclusion of generalized reductions,
DOMP takes advantage of this design compatibility while affording the programmer
a thoroughgoing deterministic parallel programming framework.

4.2

Accessible WCD

Workspace Consistency and Working-Copies Determinism serve as the foundation for
the Determinator operating system [13], which has shown acceptable performance
on a number of parallel programming benchmarks. One limitation of Determinator
is in the narrowness of the API it can support—essentially, fork, join, and barrier
only. We could have chosen to build a deterministic version of OpenMP, then, as
a library for Determinator applications, to broaden its programming options. Such
a choice would have presented us with considerable advantages, namely, that the
DOMP support library would not have to manage the WCD runtime, including
thread forking and joining, merging data while checking for data races, etc. (see 6.2).
Since Determinator already implements copy-on-write at the OS level, we could have
avoided the trapping, bookkeeping, and other complexities associated with user-level
copy-on-write.
Implementing DOMP for Determinator remains, in our view, an important and
realistic goal. However, the primary focus of the current project is to make WCD
more accessible to programmers using familiar tools, environments, and platforms.
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For this reason, we chose to implement DOMP first as a library for ordinary Linux
systems, specifically as a modified version of GCC’s OpenMP support library, libgomp. In so doing, naturally, we also hope to have solved some of the core design
problems sure to be encountered in the development of a Determinator-based library, such as the proper semantics for DOMP’s constructs and a workable way
of integrating both deterministic simple and extended reductions into the merging
process (see 5.1 and 6.2).

4.3

API

Building on the foundation of Working Copies Determinism, DOMP then implements
most of the standard OpenMP API, including those constructs compatible with
deterministic execution and excluding those that are not, while extending OpenMP
with a generalized reduction construct. We here review these features.

4.3.1

Retained OpenMP Constructs

DOMP retains OpenMP’s parallel, work-sharing (loop, sections, and barrier ), and
combined parallel work-sharing directives. In both OpenMP and DOMP, the parallel
directive and its combined work-sharing variants represent a fork-join pair enclosing
a structured block, creating and then joining a team of concurrent threads. Under
DOMP, however, between any two synchronization points, no two concurrent threads
may write a new value to the same shared variable (whether directly or through a
pointer); the execution runtime treats such a data race as an error. Moreover, each
thread’s writes to shared variables remain invisible to all concurrent threads until
the next synchronization point—such as a barrier or the closing join. These rules
guarantee the controlled flow of data from thread to thread, as in a Kahn process
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network, which is provably deterministic [63].
The master directive is naturally deterministic, since it appoints a single thread,
the “master” (parent of the other team threads), to execute the code, and since
OpenMP’s implied barrier at the end controls data transfer to the team. Since
single allows the scheduler to appoint an arbitrary thread to execute the block,
which may differ from run to run, DOMP imposes deterministic semantics on single
by making it synonymous with master. Moreover, if the programmer disables the
implicit closing barrier with a nowait clause, the master’s changes remain invisible
to the team until the next explicit synchronization point.

4.3.2

Excluded OpenMP Constructs

DOMP’s semantics excludes OpenMP’s atomic, critical, and flush constructs as naturally nondeterministic, since they imply that concurrent threads can have conflicting
memory accesses. As we have just seen in Chapter 3, programmers often use these
nondeterministic constructs as low-level components of higher-level, deterministic
idioms for which the parallel environment lacks suitable abstractions.

4.3.3

Extending OpenMP

In order to make it possible to express as many parallel programs as possible in a
way compatible with strict determinism, DOMP offers a generalized reduction library
function.
Standard OpenMP already has a reduction construct in the form of a clause modifying the directive opening a parallel block, but the reduction clause only supports
built-in scalar types and simple arithmetic, bitwise, and logical operations. DOMP
offers an extended reduction that accepts arbitrary types passed by reference and
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Figure 4.8: A simple or classic “conveyor belt” pipeline.

arbitrary, user-defined combining operations.
Since introduction of this feature accounts for the bulk of instances where we
would wish to replace nondeterministic with deterministic code, we devote Section 5
to it.
The DOMP project would further benefit from two more extensions in the future:
a distinct pipeline construct and a task object to facilitate deterministic work queues.
Together, these extensions and the current core features would allow us to recast all
OpenMP benchmarks we analyzed so as to use only deterministic constructs and to
run deterministically under DOMP.
A pipeline is a sequence of repeated tasks, each dependent on the completion
of a cycle of the task before it. With each task assigned to a different thread,
data pass from thread to thread deterministically as each thread waits for input,
processes it, and passes the output on, repeatedly until the pipeline is empty. Each
sequence of task cycles performed on a given data item may be viewed as a single
sequential operation merely divided into segments and rotated for processing from
one thread to the next, and is therefore as naturally deterministic as a sequential
program. Figure 4.8 shows a simple, “conveyor belt”-style pipeline, which we may
regard as typical or classic. However, pipelines can have more complex structures
and still retain it determinism for the same reason, as illustrated with a slightly more
complex pipeline in Figure 4.9. For far richer examples of complex pipelines, see [37].
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Figure 4.9: A slightly more complex pipeline. The controlled alternation of output
from Thread 0 to Threads 2 and 3 and of inputs from those to Thread 4 maintains
determinism.

The design of a pipeline construct could take one of a number of possible forms.
OpenMP already has an ordered construct, which, when embedded in a parallel
loop, causes the ordered block to be executed in the order of loop iterations, as if it
were in a sequential loop. The first thread to encounter an ordered construct may
execute it immediately, but every other thread must wait for the thread before it to
finish the ordered block before it begins the block. Thus we could build a naturally
deterministic pipeline by enclosing a loop with an ordered block within a larger loop
handling the data flow into and out of the pipeline. OpenMP implies no barrier at
the end of the parallel loop, so each thread is free to jump to the next iteration and
wait only for the completion of the previous task on that iteration. For this to work,
however, we would need to create a special version of the outer parallel loop that
implies no work sharing but simply iterates over the data set:
#pragma omp parallel for pipeline ordered
for (i = 0; i < num_elements; i++) {
fetch_element(i);
switch(omp_get_thread_num()) {
#pragma omp ordered
case 0:
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do_task_A();
break;
case 1:
do_task_B();
break;
// Etc.
}
store_element(i);
}

This approach requires modifications both to the standard OpenMP outer parallel
loop and the ordered construct itself. OpenMP syntax requires the outer loop for an
ordered construct, but it normally distributes iterations among threads according
to either a default or a specified “chunking” schedule. Here, the outer loop must
iterate over the data set, but the ordered block must “iterate” over threads rather
than us the outer loop’s iteration variable.
Alternatively, we could build a pipeline construct atop a modified version of
OpenMP’s task and taskwait constructs, which are nondeterministic in OpenMP’s
design. In particular, the OpenMP standard allows the thread that encounters a
task either to execute it or defer it for another thread, nondeterministically. With
the taskwait construct, whichever thread has created the task now waits for its
completion. Instead, DOMP would have a designated thread that encounters a task
construct, such as the master, fork a new child thread in order to execute the task.
Then task wait would have similar semantics to those of the current standard, but
the thread that waits would always be the same.
A further modification could name the task object and allow the creating thread
to wait for its completion by name. This would enable DOMP to express futures [49]
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and other non-hierarchical dependency graphs:
omp_task my_task;
#pragma omp task(my_task)
{

/* Task code ... */ }

// Other tasks
#pragma imp taskwait(my_task)

Then, any node in a pipeline graph, however complex, could express the task
upon which it depends through the task and task wait constructs. This approach,
while somewhat less intuitive and potentially more complex in implementation, also
provides a more general solution for pipelines having arbitrary designs.
For the programmer, however, the tasks of a pipeline might seem most closely to
match those of sections in the OpenMP sections construct, suggesting an intuitive
API along the following lines:
#pragma omp sections pipeline
{
while(more_work()) {
#pragma omp section
do_task_A();
#pragma omp section
do_task_B();
// ...
}
}

An implementation could use this API as mere syntactic sugar for one of the mechanisms discussed above, or manage low-level synchronization between sections directly.
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DOMP could implement a deterministic work queue similarly to how it would
the modified task and taskwait described above. The master thread would simply
spawn a new thread for each task in the queue and would wait for each task in the
same order. This approach effectively moves the nondeterminism of assigning physical processors to tasks away from the program and over to the operating system’s
scheduler, where it belongs, and where it should have no effect on the program’s
observable execution trace.
*

*

*

Although deterministic pipelines and work queues remain only imagined extensions
to enable DOMP to accommodate as much existing OpenMP as possible, we have
implemented the extended reduction, which addresses the largest missing element
in the standard OpenMP API’s ability to express deterministic idioms. Hence we
describe this extension in greater detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Extended Reductions
In addition to the standard reduction for scalar types and simple operations, DOMP
includes a new library function to express an extended, generalized reduction over
an arbitrary type, passed by reference, applying a user-defined combining operation.
In addition, DOMP guarantees that it evaluates both standard and extended reductions in a fixed order, one that, provided the combining function is associative,
corresponds intuitively to the order of evaluation the program would apply if the parallelizing directives were removed and the code were sequential. This semantic rule
makes extended reductions useful for combining operations that are associative but
not necessarily commutative, such as matrix multiplication, or floating-point computations on vectors. In all other respects, DOMP standard and extended reductions
conform to the semantics of standard OpenMP reductions, but this conformity places
special constraints on DOMP’s extended reduction API and the combining operation
the user supplies. We explore each of these points below, and then give an example of replacing nondeterministic with deterministic code using a DOMP extended
reduction. These features implement concepts proposed in [10].
As discussed in 2.2, reductions have a long history [59], including in deterministic
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parallel programming models [24], and we make no claim that DOMP’s particular
approach to reductions is either conceptually novel, or necessarily the “right” design
for generalized reductions in OpenMP. We present this approach merely as one design
point that attempts to remain consistent with OpenMP’s design philosophy, and
to balance various practical challenges such as flexibility, efficiency, determinism,
support for multiple languages (C and Fortran), and equivalence of serialized and
parallelized versions of code (i.e., “eraseability” of OpenMP pragmas).

5.1

API and Semantics

DOMP’s syntax for reductions already supported by standard OpenMP is identical
to the standard: a clause

reduction(op :var list )

where op is one of the supported operators (such as +, ∗, or &) and var list is a
list of one or more variables, previously declared and initialized, to be subjected to
reduction. The OpenMP standard further stipulates some behind-the-scenes manipulations so as to ensure a semantic equivalence between the reduction operation as
a whole when run sequentially and in parallel, an equivalence that serves as one of
OpenMP’s guiding design principles. We return to these implementation details in
Section 6.4.
OpenMP does not specify the order in which the implementation updates the original variable, so the order may well be—and typically is (as in GCC)—nondeterministic.
Since all standard OpenMP supported operations are commutative as well as associative, however, this nondeterminism does not affect the result. Under debugging, how-
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ever, this nondeterminism may leave intermediate states hard to reproduce. DOMP,
by contrast, evaluates the reduction in a fixed order that, for an associative operation, corresponds exactly to the order the reduction would follow in sequential code,
i.e., with the OpenMP parallelizing directive removed. Aside from easier debugging,
this guarantee helps programmers to reason about error accumulation when reducing
over floating-point types.
In order to preserve OpenMP’s principle of sequential-parallel semantic equivalence, DOMP’s extended reduction requires a user-defined identity element. For
instance, for matrix multiplication, this would be the identity matrix of the same dimension as the reduction variable; for vector addition, a 0-vector of the same length.
The requirement of an identity element for the user-defined combining operation’s
domain places an implicit constraint on possible operations, though typically not a
burdensome one in our experience. Moreover, DOMP evaluates the reduction in a
fixed order regardless of the operation’s associativity or commutativity; associativity
is required only to guarantee equivalence between sequential and parallel semantics.
DOMP’s extended reduction API takes the form of a library function:

domp xreduction(void*(*op)(void*,void*), void** var, void* idty, size t size);

where op is the address of a user-defined combining operation, var is the address of a
pointer to the reduction variable object, and idty is the address of the identity object.
The user must create the var object in a contiguous block of memory, and likewise
for idty. This is necessary in order for DOMP to integrate the reduction operation
with its general merge-and-check operation as described in 4.1. The parameter size
is the size of the reduction variable object, which, of course, should be the same as
that of the identity object.
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The first argument, op, is the address of a user-defined function that takes two
arguments, each a generic pointer, and returns the first. The first argument always
points to an object that serves as the accumulator for the operation. The function
op always has the side-effect of updating this accumulator object. For instance, to
compute the sum of real vectors (arrays of doubles) of dimension DIM, we would
have:
void* vec_add(void* x, void* y) {
double* a = (double*)x;
double* b = (double*)y;
double* end = a + DIM;
while (a != end) *a++ = *b++;
return x;
}

We explain the rationale for these design choices further in Section 6.4.

5.2

Converting Nondeterministic Code

For an example of OpenMP code that uses a nondeterministic construct as a mere
component to build an extended reduction in the absence of language support for
one, we turn to the NPB benchmark program EP (source ep.f). The program
declares two double precision arrays, q and qq, both of size nq, with the former
global (in a Fortran common block) and the latter thread-private. EP initializes q
to 0 before the parallel block. Within the block, it assigns values to elements of qq
from a pseudorandom function. Then, execution loops through the indices of both
arrays, adding the value of the local array element to the corresponding element in
the global array:
do 155 i = 0, nq - 1
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!$omp atomic
q(i) = q(i) + qq(i)
155

continue

Clearly, the programmer intended the array q to serve as a reduction variable, accumulating the sum of the thread-local vectors qq. The atomic construct prevents
data races on q, but fits only in a nondeterministic programming model. Moreover,
the evaluation order depends on OpenMP’s assignment of outer loop iterations to
threads, which is opaque to the programmer and may, itself, depend nondeterministically on a scheduler.
To convert this code easily to work with DOMP, we placed all necessary definitions
in a separate file (helper.c), which we could then re-use for other programs having
the same pattern (such as DC). We wrote this code in C merely because it was
more familiar than Fortran, though DOMP supports generalized reductions in either
language. The definitions include the following:
• An identity 0 array of size n1 on the heap, assigned to a global pointer idty.
• A vec add function similar to the one shown above.
• A simple wrapper for domp xreduction, shown below.
The C wrapper function is, in essence,
void xreduction_add(void ** input) {
domp_xreduction(&vec_add,
input, (void *)idty,
nq * sizeof(double));
}

In ep.f, we defined a Cray pointer to q:
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double precision q_val
pointer(q_ptr, q_val)
q_ptr = loc(q)

Cray pointers are a nonstandard but widely supported extension to Fortran 77 that
permits declaration of a variable containing the address of another variable.
Then, before the omp parallel directive shown above, we inserted
call xreduction_add(q_ptr, nq)

Finally, we replaced the atomic assignment loop shown at the beginning with a
simple call:
call vec_add(q_val, qq)

Unfortunately, we could not simply leave the loop statement in place minus the
atomic construct, because of peculiarities in the semantics of Cray pointers.
Although the procedure described above required several steps, it is easy to imagine labor simplifications. First, since many cases of extended reductions will be
devoted to arithmetic operations on arrays, it would be simple enough to provide
convenient library routines and data structures with all the necessary machinery behind the scenes, allowing the programmer to convert code from standard OpenMP
or sequential to DOMP almost trivially in such cases. As it happens, the NPB
benchmarks BT and EP use the same idiom, so we adapted them with the identical
extended reduction. It might also be possible, in many cases, to infer automatically
some of the manual changes shown here. We leave this possibility for future research.
In a slightly more complex case, less adaptable to a library API, we converted a
critical block in the NPB benchmark DC that accumulates values in a global data
structure g of type g t:
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#pragma omp critical
{
if(g->tm_max<tm0) g->tm_max=tm0;
g->failure += l->failure;
if (!l->failure)
g->num += l->num;
}

Although the values for these assignments come from two different sources—the
thread-local data structure l of type l t and the variable tm0 of type double—the
extended reduction’s combining operation must express the same logic with a single
data source, the second argument, of type g t:
void* update_op(void* a_ptr,
void* b_ptr) {
g_t* a = (g_t*)a_ptr;
g_t* b = (g_t*)b_ptr;
if (a->tm_max<b_tm_max)
a->tm_max = b->tm_max;
a->failure += b->failure;
if (!b->failure)
a->num += b->num;
return a_ptr;
};

We pass update op to domp xreduction before the parallel block, and simply remove
the #pragma omp critical annotation.
In all cases, the logic of converting from nondeterministic code to deterministic
extended reductions was straightforward.
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Chapter 6
Implementation
We implemented DOMP by altering the Gnu OpenMP support library, libgomp,
which comes packaged with GCC, as well as by making some changes to the OpenMPhandling code in GCC itself. The resulting DOMP support library is called libdomp.
This approach makes it easy for a programmer to create or adapt code in a deterministic paradigm while using familiar tools and platforms. Moreover, we leveraged
many elements of libgomp’s internal API so as to concentrate on WCD-related components.
We shall first describe our basic threading framework and the machinery we used
to implement Working Copies Determinism in user space. Given this approach, our
major implementation challenges were (a) reducing the cost of the WCD algorithm
described in Section 4.1 so as to allow acceptable performance; (b) providing backward compatibility of standard (simple) reductions with deterministic semantics; and
(c) supporting the new extended reductions API. We review each in turn. Finally,
we consider the limitations of our current implementation and how these might be
resolved in the future.
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6.1

User-Level WCD

In this section, we describe the threading model we use to support WCD, as well as
our approach to heap memory, and, finally, our integration of DOMP code with the
appropriate “hooks” in the libgomp’s internal interface.

6.1.1

Threading Model

Working Copies Determinism requires that the runtime provide each thread with its
own isolated logical copy of shared state, and also produce a reference copy, at the
fork, as well as that it merge these copies while checking for write-write conflicts
at the join (see 4.1). Thus for the underlying threading infrastructure, lightweight
threads such as pthreads would present an ill fit: each thread’s view of the address
space should be the same, but the data held at a given location should be private to
that thread.
The implementation of threads marks one of the many important differences
between libdomp and libgomp. In libgomp, the underlying thread mechanism is
pthreads, which all share the same address space. GCC transforms each parallel block
into a separate function that accepts as its argument a pointer to a data structure
holding copies of all shared stack and heap variables to which the function needs
access. In turn, libgomp passes this function and data structure to pthread create.
While this design could, in principle, isolate each thread’s copy of value-type variables
in a manner consistent with WCD, it would have no way of preventing concurrent
threads from writing to the same location by way of a pointer field in the data
structure passed in as the argument, nor from similarly writing to the same global
variable. For this reason, we chose to represent DOMP’s threads by means of separate
underlying processes created by Unix (or Linux) fork. At creation, then, each thread
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for each data segment seg in (stack, heap, bss)
for each byte b in seg
writer = WRITER NONE
for each thread t
if (seg[t][b]] 6= reference copy[b])
if (writer 6= WRITER NONE)
race condition exception()
writer = t
seg[MASTER][b] = seg[writer ][b]
Figure 6.1: Naive implementation of merge loop.

gets its own complete and isolated copy of its parent’s address space “for free” as
part of the semantics of Linux fork. DOMP later joins these threads to the parent
thread with waitpid. As in libgomp, the parent (or “master”) thread creates, for a
team of n threads, n − 1 children, since it serves, itself, as one of the team members.
In this sense, DOMP adopts virtual memory techniques similar to those of Grace [18]
and Dthreads [70] in order to achieve determinism; but, unlike these deterministicscheduling-based projects, DOMP uses VM machinery for thread isolation following
the WCD model.
Not only does Linux fork create a logical copy of shared state “for free,” it
even manages copy on write at system level, leaving the task of merging alone to
libdomp. In a naive implementation, without further cost reductions, the merge
routine requires three nested loops, as shown in Figure 6.1: it must examine each of
the three distinct data segments of the shared address space—the stack, the heap,
and the region for static variables (both initialized and uninitialized). Then, it must
iterate over each unit of data (e.g., byte) in each data segment, and each thread’s
version of each unit. We discuss ways to reduce the cost of this operation and others
in the next section. Important to note here is that, although Linux manages copy
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on write for each independently-running thread, it does not do so, naturally, for
DOMP’s reference copy. Therefore, before creating the threads to make the team,
the parent thread would have to make and set aside a full copy of all of its data
segments.

6.1.2

Heap Memory

The parent thread, then, before spawning any children, must determine the bounds
of its stack, heap, and static variables segments, and copy them (using, e.g., memcpy)
to create the reference copy. The heap presents a potential problem in this case: popular implementations of malloc and its relatives, such as Doug Lea’s dlmalloc [66],
set memory aside for the heap in a “lazy” fashion, only upon the first call to an
allocating function, and increase the size of the heap only incrementally. Thus we
might easily encounter the case where the first parallel block of the program starts
with no previous heap allocation calls in the program, and therefore no memory
set aside for the heap. Suppose, then, that the program declares a pointer variable
before the parallel block, but has one child thread allocate memory to it within the
block. This works perfectly well in standard OpenMP, where all threads share the
same address space, and it should likewise work in DOMP if the latter is to serve as
a drop-in replacement for the former. However, in this scenario, at merge time, the
child has a heap of some size, whereas the parent has none. How would the parent
know to copy the child’s heap into its address space and what the bounds of that
heap are? Of course, we must also provide for the case where the parent allocates
heap memory for a variable that a (single) child modifies in the parallel block.
The solution we chose was to allocate a fixed range of addresses for the parent’s
heap, and another one for each child, all before the parent creates the first child
thread. In particular, we map a space sufficient for all of these heaps together with
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Figure 6.2: Structure of DOMP heaps allocated before any parallel execution.

In/After Heap
Block
Owner
master
in
child
master
after
child

Can Do with Variables
See
Allocate Free
all threads all threads all threads
owner
owner
owner
master
master
master
master
(none)
master

Table 6.1: Which threads can do what with variables from whose heap during and
after a parallel block.
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a single mmap call, thus minimizing system overhead. We set the MAP PRIVATE flag,
which gives the heap the same system copy-on-write semantics as the stack and static
variables have after fork. The parent uses the heap bounds from this partitioned
mmaped region to create the appropriate reference copy at thread creation time and
to find its own and its children’s respective heaps at merge time. Since we found,
in practice (e.g., in our benchmarks), that child threads update or merely read the
parent’s heap-allocated variables much more often than they allocate memory to
pointers that they inherit, we apportioned more space to the parent’s heap (as “main”
heap) than to any child’s heap. The specific proportions, however, were a result of
trial and error and mere guesswork: 16 MB (224 bytes) for the parent and 256 KB
(218 bytes) for each of a maximum of 31 children, giving a total of 24,903,680 bytes
to be mmapped. A better approach would entail the rigorous study of heap usage
in a sample of a range of popular programs. Note, however, that the total space to
be allocated by mmap under the standard C library implementation we used (glibc
2.11.1) must not exceed the maximum value of its size t length parameter, or 28 − 1
on the Linux x86-64 system we used. Figure 6.2 represents this arrangement, while
Table 6.1 summarizes which threads have which capabilities with respect to which
heap variables both within and after a parallel block.
Having each thread need to refer to its own heap space for heap operations leads
us to define a global data structure for each thread, thread record t, one of whose
fields is a pointer to that thread’s heap. We list and discuss this and other fields
and data structures below, in 6.5. Moreover, since any thread may call free on any
variable whose space was allocated by itself or any other thread, the merging thread
may encounter a conflict in malloc bookkeeping structures at merge time, if these
consist of counters or bitfields, as is the case with the dlmalloc that provides the
basis for DOMP’s implementation of the heap. To prevent such spurious data races,
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DOMP implements free by placing the address to be freed onto a queue belonging
to the thread that owns the heap containing that address. This queue, then, is stored
in the queued frees field of a data structure accessible to all threads, as described
further in 6.5.
Given Linux’s copy-on-write behavior, examining child threads’ address spaces at
merge time poses its own challenges. For instance, the parent thread, which runs the
merge routine represented in Figure 6.1, has no direct access to a list of the pages
that the system has copied on write for each child thread. If it attempted to examine
every page in the address range of the data segment, it would very likely provoke a
segmentation fault by looking for a nonexistent page in memory. Instead, it would
have to obtain the list of pages copied on write by examining the contents of the
child thread’s /proc/<pid >/maps file in the Linux proc pseudo-filesystem, where
<pid > stands for that child thread’s process ID. (Of course, the parent must first
halt each child thread using the Linux ptrace call, as any thread must do in any
scenario in which it examines the address space of another thread.)
The requirements of creating an appropriate “snapshot” reference before parallel
execution and of examining child threads’ data efficiently are easier to fulfill with
the mechanism of trapping and trap handling that we describe in Section 6.2 as a
cost-saving measure. Thus DOMP’s implementation requirements intertwine cost
reduction with basic practicality.

6.1.3

Using libgomp’s Internal API

When GCC compiles OpenMP source code, it transforms the code of an internal
block into a separate function, using a name mangling scheme to give it a unique
name. In the containing function, then, in place of the block, it inserts a sequence of
calls to GOMP parallel start, the newly-defined function, and GOMP parallel end,
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of libgomp’s and libdomp’s respective call sequences, using
GCC’s automatically-generated wrapper call.
in that order. In this way, the main (master) thread starts parallel execution for the
rest of the team, then executes the parallel code itself as a member of the team, and,
finally, waits for the rest of the team to finish.
GCC’s generated code passes several arguments to DOMP parallel start, including a pointer to the newly-created separate function and a pointer to an ad-hoc data
structure whose members correspond to all the shared variables to which the function
will require access. Of course, this function-data pair is tailored to fit the API of
pthread create, libgomp’s underlying threading framework. GOMP parallel start
then calls the libgomp function domp team start with the same arguments, which,
in turn, calls pthread create once for each thread on the team besides the master, passing the same function and data pointers. It is then a fairly simple matter
to switch libgomp’s call inside GOMP parallel start from gomp team start to our
own domp team start, as shown in Figure 6.3.
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6.1.4

Work Sharing

We implemented the loop and sections OpenMP work sharing constructs, leaving
the task construct for future work. Naturally, DOMP’s implementation must be
deterministic, meaning that the assignment of tasks to threads must be the same on
every run of the same program with the same input.
In the case of the loop construct, fortunately, GCC’s thread scheduling scheme is
already deterministic, and GCC expresses this scheme directly in its generated code,
by inserting instructions to have each thread query the total number of threads
and its own ID with omp get num threads and omp get thread num, respectively.
Then, with the default “static” scheduling setting, each thread divides the number of
iterations by the number of threads and then assigns to itself the appropriate “chunk”
of iterations based on its ID. OpenMP also offers a “dynamic” scheduling option,
which is by nature nondeterministic (to allow load balancing), but we altered GCC’s
interpretation of the OpenMP parallel block’s schedule clause so that dynamic
means the same thing as static.
In the case of sections, things were not quite so simple: GCC assumes a dynamic schedule, with code that is awkward to alter in order to achieve a deterministic
result. (The OpenMP standard stipulates that ”[t]he method of scheduling structured blocks [i.e., the individual section blocks] among the threads in the team is
implementation defined” [78]. However, we could still use GCC’s internal API. In
the object code, GCC emits calls to GOMP sections start and GOMP sections end
at the beginning and end of the sections block, respectively, in a way analogous to GOMP parallel start and GOMP parallel end. Then, the special function representing the overall parallel block calls GOMP sections next in a loop,
and uses the integer return value to determine the location to which to jump to
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execute the appropriate section code, until GOMP sections next returns 0. We
simply replaced libgomp’s code for GOMP sections start and GOMP sections next
with calls to libdomp’s domp sections start and domp sections next. The former simply assigns the total number of sections (which GCC computes statically
and passes as an argument to DOMP sections start to a field, num sections, in
the (globally scoped) thread-local thread record t data structure. Another field,
sections done, starts out at zero. After this initialization, domp sections start
simply calls domp sections next for the first section assignment. DOMP’s domp sections next
assigns sections based on the thread ID, and adds the total number of threads to
sections done. If there are more sections to be done than there are threads, the
next iterative call to domp sections next will return sections done plus thread ID.
If this sum exceeds num sections, domp sections next returns 0 instead, which enables the executing thread to break out of the sections loop.
In this case, we clearly sacrifice some performance benefit from dynamic thread
scheduling in order to uphold determinism. As it happens, none of the benchmarks
we considered used the sections construct, so testing to measure this performance
sacrifice remains for future work.

6.2

Reducing Cost

In a naive implementation, the most costly elements of DOMP are thread/process
creation and merging. Thus the time cost of a program grows as a function of the
number of parallel blocks (or iterations over a given block), the number of parallel
threads per block (each with its thread creation overhead), and the size of the shared
data to be compared and merged. This cost may be hard to offset with the benefit
of parallelism.
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Standard efficiency techniques improve this situation:
• Copy on write at page granularity
• Merge or copy pages only as needed
• Merge in parallel along a binary tree
• Create and keep a thread pool, to be destroyed at program end.
With thread creation now a one-time cost, overall cost grows with the log of the
number of threads times the number of shared pages.
We discuss the details of each improvement technique in the following subsections.

6.2.1

Copy on Write

To create the reference copy, we use standard techniques to implement copy on write
at the user level. At the start of a parallel block, in an initialization phase, the
master thread finds the address bounds for the three shared data segments that will
be in scope for the ensuing parallel execution: the stack from the contents of the
stack pointer upon the call to GOMP parallel start up to a suitable upper limit,
such as the glibc-defined symbol

libc stack end; the heap, including the entire

mmapper range that contains both the main heap and the child heaps, as described
in 6.1.2, and the static variables (or “bss”) region. In order to make the bounds of
the bss segment visible to DOMP’s initialization code, we resort to a simple linker
trick: we define the symbols domp bss start and domp bss end in two separate files,
head.s and tail.s, respectively, and then link them to positions before and after
the executable code, respectively.
Also during initialization, the main thread (at that point, the only thread) creates an array, called threads, of data structures called domp thread t to keep track
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of such things as each thread’s writes. Because sach thread will have to write to the
domp thread t representing it and the master thread will have to read the whole array at merge time, the main thread creates the array in an mmapped region accessible
to all threads existing or subsequently created. When the master thread creates the
child threads of the team, it increments a global thread count, which serves as the
new thread’s thread ID, starting with 1. This thread ID also serves as the index in
the threads array to the domp thread t representing that thread.
Still during initialization, the main thread opens three files to hold the reference
copies for the three data segments, storing their file descriptors in a globally-visible
array, ref copies, to which all threads will have access.
At the fork, then, we write-protect the data segments that represent shared data
in scope for the concurrent threads. More precisely, we impose write protection on
the heap and the bss segments, but not the stack, since write protecting the stack
introduces too many runtime complications. Instead, we always assume that we must
always merge stacks, and the main thread creates the reference copy for the stack
during initialization. In practice, we find that this involves no more than two pages.
On the heap and bss segments, we impose write protection at the last moment,
for reasons that will be clearer when we describe the thread pool in 6.2.4. Thus,
immediately after calling fork, the master thread calls mprotect on all three data
segments. Each new thread does the same on its own version of the data segments
after it is created and just before it starts executing the parallel code.
During parallel execution, when any thread writes for the first time (i.e., for its
first time) to a given page of shared data, the write provokes a SIGSEGV segmentation
fault signal. DOMP’s trap handler then finds the trapping address, rounds it down
to the page boundary (using a page size of 4096 bytes), and lifts write protection for
that page. It also stores the page address in the pages written field (an array of
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off ts) of the domp thread t whose index in the threads array corresponds to its
thread ID. Next, it determines to which data segment the page belongs, and creates
a reference copy of that page—but only if no thread has done so before. To prevent
such duplication (and to prevent any possible undefined behavior when two threads
write the same copy “at the same time” to the same place in the reference copy
file), the signal handler first checks a bit field representing reference-copied pages,
ref copy locks, which is unique and globally visible to all threads, as explained
further in 6.5 below. It uses an atomic bit-test-and-set instruction to check the bit
corresponding to the trapped page. If the bit is clear, this instruction sets it—and
the signal handler then copies the page to the reference copy file corresponding to
the appropriate data segment, at the offset in the file equal to the offset of the page
address from the start of the segment. This offset scheme prevents any possible
conflicts between two threads writing to the same address range in any reference
copy file.
When the signal handler returns, the trapping thread is now free to write to the
page in question, and the reference copies file for that page’s data segment has a
copy of the page in its state before any writes have occurred.

6.2.2

Merge or Copy As Needed

The “lazy” approach exemplified by copy on write applies equally well to the merge
operation: we need only merge data together if we know that they may differ. More
precisely, the master need only examine and merge with a given page of its own
address space the corresponding page in any other thread’s address space to which
that thread has written—and, thanks to our copy on write mechanism, we have a
record of these writes, one set for each thread, in the pages written field of the
domp thread t object representing that thread in the threads array.
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For clarity’s sake, we describe the merge operation here as if we had not implemented parallel merge, to be discussed later in 6.2.3. Before actual merging, the
merge routine inserts the stack pages into each thread’s pages written array, including that of the master. It also sorts the individual pages written arrays of all
the respective threads, again including that of the master. Then, it goes through all
the pages written arrays together. If it finds a unique entry not belonging to the
master, this means that only a single thread has written to that page. Therefore, the
whole page can safely be copied over from its source to the master thread’s address
space. Only if it finds two or more entries for the same page must it execute the
merge loop as shown in Figure 6.1—replacing “for each byte b in seg” with “for each
byte b in page.”

6.2.3

Parallel Merge

We found that an implementation with only the foregoing efficiency measures still
provided unsatisfactory performance on the few benchmarks we tested. (We unfortunately did not keep records of these experiments, but we recall a worse than twofold
slowdown.) The next major improvement came from merging updates in parallel.
This not only enabled DOMP to parallelize the workload across more processors, it
also reduced the workload and code complexity of each merge operation, since now
each such operation only involves, at most, three sources of data: the current thread
(or self, one other thread (other ), and the reference copy. We then organized the
parallel merge operation along a binary tree. For instance, for two threads, Thread
0 (the master) merges Thread 1. For four threads, Thread 0 merges Thread 1 while
Thread 2 merges Thread 3; then Thread 0 merges Thread 2.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the pattern DOMP follows for parallel merging, with the
root node of each (non-leaf) subtree labeled by the thread that merges data from
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another thread into its own address space. Since now the master is not the only
thread engaged in merging data into its own address space, we use the terms upbuddy and down-buddy for the self and other involved in each component merge
operation, respectively. As we just noted, each merge now involves only a three-way
comparison of the up-buddy, the down-buddy, and the reference copy. This removes
one level of the nested loop in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: DOMP merge scheme for (a) 7 and (b) 8 threads. Efficiently parallel
evaluation of reductions can coincide with merging.
In general, each even-numbered thread will serve as an up-buddy at least once,
whereas odd-numbered threads can only be down-buddies. The down-buddies, by
thread ID d, for a given up-buddy with even thread ID u in a team of n threads are
given by the formula:

d = 2p + u, with integer p ≥ 1, d < n, and



 2p < n, if u = 0,

 2p < u

if u 6= 0.

In order for the up-buddy to merge or copy data from the down-buddy, it first calls
ptrace and waitpid on the down-buddy to synchronize with it, and then opens
the down-buddy’s address space as a file, using Unix’s (Linux’s) /proc/<pid >/mem
pseudo-file. It stores the file descriptor in the mem fd field of the threads entry
representing the down-buddy, and closes the file at the end of the merge process. It
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then copies data page by page into a local buffer for use in merging or copying into
its own address space.
The initialization process remains the same as before, as described above in 6.2.1,
since this design makes it possible for all threads to see each other’s domp thread t
in the globally-visible threads array. One small but important difference from
the merge routine as described above, however, is how each up-buddy accumulates
records of pages written before finishing and allowing itself, in turn, to serve as
down-buddy to the lower-numbered thread that is its up-buddy. When an up-buddy
thread finishes merging its down-buddy’s data into its own address space, it inserts
the addresses for pages that it has merely copied from its down-buddy (because only
the down-buddy has written to those pages) into its own pages written array. That
is, although the up-buddy did not write directly to this page during parallel execution, it has, in effect, written to the page now by copying its down-buddy’s updates
onto it. Thus records of pages written filter up through the parallel merge process,
at the end of which the master has a full list of all pages to which any thread has
written in the foregoing parallel block.

6.2.4

Thread Pool

OpenMP is designed to allow an arbitrary number of parallel blocks within a program, and it is also possible to iterate over a parallel block. For example, the
PARSEC benchmark blackscholes iterates over its one parallel block 100 times; the
NPB benchmark EP has three within the main routine, and BT has 12 spread across
various subroutines. With the design described thus far, every parallel block would
incur the overhead of creating a new team of threads, with all of its attendant initializations. To avoid this overhead, we implemented a thread pool: the main thread
initializes the global data structures and heaps and then creates the threads for the
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team once for the program. When a child thread reaches the end of a parallel block,
it waits for a signal from the master to restart or exit. If the message is to restart,
the thread executes the function, with argument, to which the function field of the
global vars t object points (see 6.5. If the message means to exit, the thread exits.
At the end of the program, a clean-up routine that we register using the atexit call
waits for each child thread (process) to exit and closes open files and pipes (to be
discussed below in this section) before program termination.
We provide for changes in the number of threads from one parallel block to
the next, although, in practice, none of the programs we encountered called for this
feature. The feature depends on the main thread’s initialization routine creating data
structure entries and heaps for some global constant maximum number of threads
(currently 32). Given that no program seems to need to change the number of threads
from one block to the next, we could, in a future version of DOMP, improve memory
efficiency by apportioning only the data structures and heaps necessary for the initial
number of threads, which is generally known at program start.
Adding a thread pool to the design introduces the need for a whole new layer
of inter-thread communication, which we support by means of Unix (Linux) pipes.
When the main thread creates a new thread, it opens two pipes, one for messages
from the child thread to its up-buddy and the other from the master to the child
thread. Each message consists of a single byte to minimize overhead. The sequence
of messages and related actions at the end of a parallel block, i.e., when a child thread
returns from the special function representing that parallel block, is as follows:
1. If the thread is an up-buddy, it does the following for each of its down-buddies:
(a) It waits for a “ready-to-merge” signal from the down-buddy.
(b) When it receives the signal, it synchronizes with the down-buddy (using
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ptrace and merges the down-buddy’s data updates with the data in its
own address space.
2. It sends a “ready-to-merge” signal to its up-buddy.
3. It waits for a “restart” signal from the master.
The master thread performs step 1 with respect to its down-buddies in domp team end
(see 6.3), but does not take the steps 2–3, since, naturally, it lacks an up-buddy.
The master sends the “restart” message in domp team start (see 6.3), in place
of initialization and creating the new threads, on subsequent parallel blocks after
the first. Before doing so, it assigns to a global variable (the function field of
the global vars t object—see 6.5) a pointer to the function to be executed in
parallel. This is the special function that GCC has created to represent the current parallel block, a pointer to which GCC’s emitted code passes as an argument
to GOMP parallel start, which passes it to domp team start. Every thread, on
restart, executes whatever function this field points to.
When the pooled threads restart, they must work with a fully updated version of
the shared data, which they get from the master, since the master has updated its
data at the last domp team end call. To support this data transfer, the master creates
yet another globally-visible file at initialization, the scratch file. Furthermore, it
creates an extra entry in the threads array to hold cumulative update information.
(This is the “scratch” entry, and includes, among other things, a pages written
field.) Then, in domp team start, when it is called a second or later time, before
the master sends out the “restart” signal, DOMP transfers the updated data from
master to child threads as follows:
1. The master calls copy out. This routine takes the following steps:
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(a) The master copies its pages written array to the pages written field of
the “scratch” entry in the threads array. Up to this point, the master has
left its pages written array untouched since its last call to domp team end,
so this array contains a cumulative record of all pages updated in the previous parallel block.
(b) It clears its own pages written field.
(c) Using the “scratch” pages written array as a guide, it copies all pages
updated in the previous parallel block from its own address space to the
scratch file.
2. Each child thread calls copy in, which takes the following step:
(a) Using the “scratch” pages written field as a key, it copies each page from
the scratch file to the appropriate place in its own address space.
A further new complication is that the master thread may update shared data
between parallel blocks. In order to accommodate this possibility in our copy-onwrite scheme, the master must therefore write-protect its heap and bss segments
at the end of domp team end, trap its writes as if in parallel mode, and record
them—without making a reference copy. When the master calls copy out in the next
execution of domp team start, its pages written array will include these records,
along with those of pages updated during the previous parallel block. Of course,
this does mean incurring the overhead of mprotect and trapping even after the end
of the last parallel block of the program, but it is hard to avoid this waste without
more advanced static analysis that will mark the final domp team end call for special
treatment.
*

*
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*

The foregoing efficiency improvement techniques all have some effect on the bookkeeping data structures DOMP uses to manage threading, synchronization, and
merging. But, in addition to a core functionality made reasonably efficient by these
methods, DOMP also supports both simple (OpenMP-style) and extended (generalized) reductions, which also require their own bookkeeping data fields. We therefore
describe our data structures only after discussing DOMP’s support for these two
types of reduction.

6.3

Simple Reductions

While offering a new generalized reduction, DOMP naturally must also support the
standard OpenMP reduction, with no changes to application source code, and with
deterministic semantics. The OpenMP standard stipulates that the implementation
must create, for each reduction variable, a private copy within the parallel block,
initialized to the identity value for the given operator. Then, at the end of the
parallel block, the implementation updates the original reduction variable with each
new private copy, using the given combining operator again. This behind-the-scenes
manipulation ensures the sequential-parallel semantic equivalence discussed in Section 5.1.
We were able to leverage GCC’s compile-time handling of variable copying and
initialization. The key change in DOMP was to replace GCC’s nondeterministic,
atomic update mechanism with a deterministic, fixed-order evaluation at merge time.
GCC updates the shared reduction variable by simply turning the instruction representing the combining operation—say, ADD—into an atomic operation—e.g., LOCK
ADD. In the x86 context, this means adding the LOCK prefix to the instruction for
the combining operation. Instead, in place of the LOCK-plus-operation instruction,
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int main(void) {
int x = 0;
int y = 2;
#pragma omp parallel num_threads(4) reduction(+:x)
{
x += y;
}
return x;
}
Figure 6.5: Minimal example program with a standard OpenMP reduction.
we have GCC emit a call to a new “built-in” function that we add to GCC’s repertoire, DOMP reduction info. GCC passes to DOMP reduction info the following
four arguments:
1. An integer that uniquely identifies the combination of the type of the reduction
variable and the operation, e.g., integer addition.
2. An integer that uniquely identifies the type of the reduction variable. Although
this information is redundant, it simplifies later lookups.
3. A void pointer to the local variable that GCC creates to take the value to be
combined with the reduction variable. For instance, if the source code has x
+= y, this is a pointer to y (or to a variable GCC creates to represent y after
various transformations).
4. A void pointer to the field representing the reduction variable in the data
structure that GCC creates and passes to the special function representing the
parallel block.
To illustrate our use and alteration of GCC’s emitted code, we turn to a minimal
example, whose source code is given in Figure 6.5. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show an
intermediate stage in standard GCC’s transformations, simplified and edited for
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main ()
{
int y;
int x;
struct .omp_data_s.0 .omp_data_o.1;
x = 0;
y = 2;
.omp_data_o.1.x = x;
.omp_data_o.1.y = y;
GOMP_parallel_start (main.omp_fn.0, &.omp_data_o.1, 4);
main.omp_fn.0 (&.omp_data_o.1);
GOMP_parallel_end ();
x = .omp_data_o.1.x;
y = .omp_data_o.1.y;
return x;
}
Figure 6.6: Standard GCC’s transformation of main in Figure 6.5.
readability. Figure 6.6 shows the transformation of the main function, including the
calls to GOMP parallel start and GOMP parallel end, as described in 6.1.3. The
the third argument to GOMP parallel start is the number of threads, in this case
4. Figure 6.7 shows the special function GCC creates to encapsulate the parallel
block in the original source in Figure 6.5. Note in particular the call GCC inserts
into this special function to the atomic function

sync fetch and add 4. The 4

in this function’s name refers to the number of bytes in the operands, which is, of
course, appropriate for the 32-bit integer reduction variable. In turn, libgomp defines
this atomic function and its many relatives as inline, enabling its replacement with
a single atomic instruction. FIgure 6.8 shows the disassembly of the entire special
function representing the parallel block, as compiled with standard GCC on an x86
machine running Linux, where it is easy to see the “lock add” instruction.
Figure 6.9 gives the corresponding intermediate representation of the special function from our altered, DOMP-enabled version of GCC. (The intermediate represen-
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main.omp_fn.0 (struct .omp_data_s.0 * .omp_data_i)
{
int x;
x = 0;
x = x + .omp_data_i->y;
__sync_fetch_and_add_4 (&.omp_data_i->x, x);
}
Figure 6.7: Standard GCC’s transformation of the parallel block in Figure 6.5.

<main.omp_fn.0>:
push
%rbp
mov
%rsp,%rbp
mov
%rdi,-0x18(%rbp)
movl
$0x0,-0x4(%rbp)
mov
-0x18(%rbp),%rax
mov
(%rax),%eax
add
%eax,-0x4(%rbp)
mov
-0x18(%rbp),%rax
lea
0x4(%rax),%rdx
mov
-0x4(%rbp),%eax
lock add %eax,(%rdx)
leaveq
retq
Figure 6.8: Disassembly (x86) of the code representing the parallel block in Figure 6.5.
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main._omp_fn.0 (struct .omp_data_s.0 * .omp_data_i)
{
int x;
x = 0;
x = x + .omp_data_i->y;
DOMP_reduction_info (30, 4, &x, &.omp_data_i->x);
}
Figure 6.9: DOMP-enabled GCC’s transformation of the parallel block in Figure 6.5.
tation of main is identical in this version.) Note in particular DOMP’s replacement
of

sync fetch and add 4 with the libdomp function DOMP reduction info.
The libdomp function DOMP reduction info stores the information from all four

arguments in a reduction var t object, which has four corresponding fields. The
reduction var t object, in turn, is an element of the thread’s reduction vars array,
which is, itself, a field in the domp thread t object representing that thread in the
global threads array. (See 6.5 below.)
In the case of the third variable—a pointer to the variable holding the value
to be aggregated to the reduction variable—the current thread dereferences it and
stores its value in the value field of the reduction var t. The value field must
accommodate the value of a variable of any type and size allowed for an OpenMP
reduction. Its therefore has a union type (a common value t, and the unique type
identifier (DOMP reduction info’s second argument) enables DOMP reduction info
to select the right member of the common value t by serving as an index into an array
of functions, each of which casts the void pointer to the right type, dereferences it,
and stores it in the appropriate common value t field of the next entry in the current
thread’s reduction vars array.
In a somewhat similar fashion, during the merge process, the up-buddy goes
through all of its own and its down-buddy’s reduction variables (which should be
matching lists) and combines their respective values using the appropriate operation.
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This time, it finds the right operation by using the integer stored from the first
argument to DOMP reduction info as an index into another array of functions, each
function corresponding to one variable type, one variable size, and one combining
operation. The array contains all the combinations of types, sizes, and combining
operations allowable for a standard OpenMP reduction.
After the master has performed these reduction operations with respect to all of
its down-buddies, as a final step, it goes through the same list of reduction variables
and combines the current value of the reduction variable with its original value, accessible through the pointer stored as the fourth argument to DOMP reduction info,
and stores the result in the latter location. This completes the reduction.
As just noted, the intermediate evaluation steps of reductions are mixed in with
the merging process. As it happens, the binary tree pattern we use for efficient
merging lends itself conveniently to the fixed-order evaluation of both standard and
extended reductions, since the order in which data are merged from one thread to
another follows the order of threads numbered from 0 (the parent or master). Thus,
suppose we have 8 threads. Let z be the reduction variable, with zf being its final
value after reduction, and z0 . . . zn−1 corresponding to the respective values of the
local versions of variable z at the end of the parallel block (but before merging) for
threads 0, . . . , n − 1. We use  to represent the combining operation. Then
zf = (((z0 z1 )  (z2 z3 ))  ((z4 z5 )  (z6 z7 )))

Note that this evaluation order does not move the elements from their original order
as in a sequential version of the program. The programmer can reason about the
evaluation of a reduction using the “” operation, without the “” operator having
to be commutative, though it must be associative for this equivalence to hold.
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If the number of threads is fewer than the number of parallel loop iterations or
sections in which a reduction occurs, GCC by default assigns threads to iterations
(or sections) in contiguous chunks. For instance, if two threads execute eight parallel
iterations, thread 0 gets iterations 0 through 3 and thread 1 gets the rest. Within
each chunk, the code executes sequentially; and, given DOMP’s compliance with
OpenMP’s sequential-parallel semantic equivalence, the results would be

zf = ((z0 z1 z2 z3 )  (z4 z5 z6 z7 ))

This again preserves sequential order for associative operations.

6.4

Extended Reductions

To allow for arbitrary types and operations, we could not leverage GCC’s compiletime machinery as we could for standard reductions, and must implement more of the
required behind-the-scenes actions to occur at runtime. The DOMP built-in function
domp xreduction makes a copy of the identity object on the heap, a scratch object,
and re-points the pointer to the reduction variable object var to point to this scratch
object. (This is why the first argument to domp xreduction has type void**.) It
also records address and type information about the variable, identity, and scratch
objects. At the fork, each thread gets a copy of the scratch object, and, during
parallel execution, when any thread calls the combining operation, what looks like
the first argument of that operation, the reduction variable, is actually a pointer
to the scratch object, which is a copy of the identity object, so the result will be
the same as the second argument. Therefore, this call to the combining operation
effectively just copies the second argument to the scratch object. But, like any write,
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this act of copying the second argument onto the scratch object traps, causing the
signal handler to record the page.
At merge time, the up-buddy goes through all pages written by itself and its
down-buddy. Before merging the data, it first resolves any extended reductions for
that page, this time using the up-buddy’s scratch object as the combining operation’s
first argument, the accumulator. Once within the merge loop, the up-buddy skips
over the address ranges of the scratch objects, which otherwise appear as write-write
conflicts.
Finally, the master thread calls the combining operation, this time with the original reduction variable as the first (accumulator) argument and its scratch object
as the second. It restores the pointer back from the scratch object to the reduction
variable, and deletes the scratch object.
This sequence fulfills the stipulations of the OpenMP standard for simple reductions, thus providing sequential-parallel semantic equivalence for associative combining operations, while ensuring an efficient, deterministic evaluation order.

6.5

Data Structures

In the foregoing sections, we have referred to several data structures used for various
kinds of bookkeeping. Here, we review these data structures in detail.
DOMP uses three data structures that are global in some sense:
• A global vars t object, g, which the master creates in a separate mapped file
before creating the thread pool, and which is therefore visible to all threads,
at global scope.
• The threads array of domp thread t objects, which is a field of g and is thus
also visible to all threads, at global scope.
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typedef struct global_vars_t {
struct segment_t data_segments[NUM_SEGS];
struct func_t function;
struct domp_thread_t * threads;
int num_threads;
int ref_copies[NUM_SEGS]; // Open file descriptors.
int * ref_copy_locks[NUM_SEGS];
struct xreduction_var_t xreduction_vars[DOMP_MAX_REDUCTION_VARS];
int num_xreduction_vars;
int scratch;
// Open file descriptor.
bool in_parallel;
} global_vars_t;
Figure 6.10: The global vars t data structure.
typedef struct segment_t {
off_t start;
size_t length;
} segment_t;
Figure 6.11: The segment t data structure.
• A thread record t object, one at global scope for each thread, whose values
are different for each thread, and which is visible only to the thread to which
it belongs.
The definition of the global vars t type is given in Figure 6.10.
The segment t data structure has two fields, as shown in Figure 6.11.
The data segments field has one such structure for each of the three shared data
segments—stack, heap, and bss—which the threads use for mprotect calls to support
copy on write and to guide merging (6.2.1).
The function field’s func t data structure also has two fields, as shown in Figure 6.12.
These two fields hold pointers to the current function and its argument data
structure, respectively. Recall that, when GCC creates a special function to represent
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typedef struct func_t {
void (*fn)(void *);
void * data;
} func_t;
Figure 6.12: The func t data structure.
the parallel block, it also packages the variables from the outside scope to which the
block refers into a data structure, and it passes pointers to both function and data
structure to DOMP parallel start. (See 6.2.4.)
The threads array is composed of domp thread t objects, each representing a
single thread, including the master, with an extra one at the end of the array to
hold data the master uses for its copy out routine (6.2.4. We return to this data
structure below, after completing our tour of global vars t.
The ref copies field is an array of three file descriptors for the three files holding
the reference copy pages, which are global for all threads. The ref copy locks field
is a bit field that the signal handler uses to ensure that any page is reference-copied
only once, thus also preventing data races in the process of writing reference copy
pages. (See 6.2.1.)
The xreduction vars array holds global information about extended reductions,
inserted before the parallel block in which the reductions occur, and therefore not
subject to any data races. Concurrent threads read this information but do not write
to it. (See 6.4.)
The scratch field is the file descriptor of the “scratch” file, which master and
pooled threads use to transfer data before thread restart using copy out and copy in
(6.2.4).
Finally, the signal handler uses the in parallel flag to determine whether to
make a full reference copy for a trapped page or merely to record it. The master
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typedef struct domp_thread_t {
int pid;
struct pipes_t pipes;
struct segment_t heap;
void * heap_mspace;
int mem_fd;
off_t * pages_written;
int num_pages_written;
int num_reduction_vars;
struct reduction_var_t reduction_vars[DOMP_MAX_REDUCTION_VARS];
int num_queued_frees;
struct queued_free_t free_queue[DOMP_MAX_QUEUED_FREES];
} domp_thread_t;
Figure 6.13: The domp thread t data structure.
sets in parallel to true in domp parallel start and clears it (sets it to false) in
domp parallel end. (See 6.2.4.)
We now turn to the domp thread t structure that forms each element of the
global threads array, whose definition is shown in Figure 6.13.
Each up-buddy uses the pid field in order to find the /proc/<pid >/mem pseudofile representing the down-buddy’s address space. Later, the master uses the pid field
in the atexit clean-up code to wait for each child thread’s exit. (See 6.2.3, 6.2.4.)
The pipes field holds file descriptors for both ends of the pipe to communicate
between the thread and its up-buddy and between the thread and the master. This
arrangement allows the up-buddy to find the read end of its down-buddy’s pipe to
wait for its “ready-to-merge” signal. It also enables the master to iterate through
the threads array when signaling all threads either to restart or to exit. (See 6.2.4.)
The heap and heap mspace fields enable threads to avoid trampling on mallocrelated bookkeeping structures in copy in and merging, respectively.
The mem fd field holds the file descriptor of the named file that the up-buddy
opens with the contents of the down-buddy’s /proc/<pid >/mem pseudo-file. (See
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typedef struct reduction_var_t {
void * orig; /* Used only by the master */
int index;
int type_index;
union common_value_t value;
} reduction_var_t;
Figure 6.14: The reduction var t data structure.
6.2.4.)
The pages written array holds a list of page addresses of the pages to which
this thread has written—or to which any of its down-buddies have written, after it
has merged those down-buddies’ changes into its own data. (See 6.2.1.)
DOMP’s implementation of simple reductions (as in standard OpenMP) uses the
reduction vars field, an array, as described in 6.3. Each element of this array is
a reduction var t data structure, shown in Figure 6.14. The orig field holds a
pointer to the “original” reduction variable. (It actually points to the field in the
data structure GCC creates to pass to the special function representing the parallel
block; GCC also emits code to transfer the value back from this field to the original
variable.) The fields index and type index hold the integers uniquely identifying
the type-size-and-operation combination and the variable type by itself, respectively.
The value field holds the value to be aggregated to the reduction variable from the
thread that this domp thread t data structure represents. The value field is a union
type in order to hold the value of a variable of any of the types and sizes allowed for
a standard OpenMP reduction. We show this union type in Figure 6.15.
Finally, the domp thread t’s free queue array holds addresses and their respective heaps for freeing at merge time. More particularly, as noted in 6.1.2, calls to
free do not execute the usual memory freeing routines, but rather place the “order
to free” onto a queue. Later, the master thread calls free queues in domp team end
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typedef union common_value_t {
bool val_bool;
int8_t val_int8;
int16_t val_int16;
int32_t val_int32;
int64_t val_int64;
uint8_t val_uint8;
uint16_t val_uint16;
uint32_t val_uint32;
uint64_t val_uint64;
float val_float;
double val_double;
struct complex_t val_complex;
struct double_complex_t val_double_complex;
} common_value_t;
Figure 6.15: The common value t union type, used in the reduction var t data
structure’s value field.
for the queue belonging to each thread in the threads array. This technique prevents spurious data races in dlmalloc’s bookkeeping structures (such as bitfields) that
might otherwise occur during parallel merge. It also resolves in WCD fashion what
would otherwise be a genuine data race, when one thread frees a variable to which
another thread writes within the same parallel block: the write always comes first,
since the free is delayed until the very end of synchronized events, after merging is
complete.
Having reviewed the global vars t data structure and the domp thread t structure that populates the former’s threads array, we finally turn to the thread-local
data structure thread record t, shown in Figure 6.16.
The id field holds the thread’s ID, numbered sequentially from 0 for the master
and 1 for the first child.
DOMP uses the num sections and sections done fields in order to support the
sections construct deterministically, as detailed in 6.1.4 above.
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typedef struct thread_record_t {
int id;
unsigned num_sections;
unsigned sections_done;
void * heap;
uint64_t down_buddies; // Bit field.
uint64_t max_down_buddy;
int pipe_master;
int pipe_up_buddy;
struct sigaction old_act;
int reduction_var_index_0;
int reduction_var_index_1;
int xreduction_var_index_0;
int xreduction_var_index_1;
struct domp_thread_t * this_thread;
} thread_record_t;
Figure 6.16: The thread record t data structure.
The heap field points to the start of the range in the mmapped file for heaps that
contains this thread’s heap.
DOMP uses the down buddies bitfield and max down buddy in order to store
the identities of this thread’s down-buddies (if there are any) so that they can be
computed only once per parallel block and then used efficiently to find down-buddies
in the merge process.
The fields ending in ” index 0” or ” index 1” provide handy storage when an
up-buddy evaluates reductions (both simple and extended) in the merge process.
The merge process goes by ascending page address, and the indices represent the
start and end addresses of reductions within a given page.
Finally, the current thread uses its this thread pointer to get convenient access
to the threads entry representing it.
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6.6

Limitations

The current implementation of DOMP supports its core features and enables us to
perform experiments, as detailed in Chapter 7. However, it also has limitations that,
in particular, hamper its potential for scaling to arbitrary numbers of threads and
arbitrary input data sizes.
One of the main issues is the data structures DOMP currently uses for thread and
shared memory bookkeeping, described in 6.5 above. In order for such metadata to
be visible to all threads—useful in particular during parallel merge—DOMP stores
these data structures in mapped files, which the parent thread must create before
it spawns any other threads in the pool. In order to accommodate possible changes
in the number of threads in different parallel blocks of the same program, we had
to set an arbitrary maximum number of threads and initialize the data structure for
that number. Thus a maximum number of threads is hard coded into DOMP, and
can only be changed at the cost of recompiling. Clearly, there are further trade-offs:
as the global data structures increase in size, the arrays containing them lose more
cache locality.
Similarly, the parent thread carves its own heap and those of all possible future
child threads out of a single region of virtual memory space, a mapped file. We
use Linux’s copy-on-write semantics for the MAP PRIVATE flag to facilitate WCD
semantics for the heap. As with the global data structures, DOMP maps this region
once near the start of the program so that the parent’s heap will remain visible to
threads in the pool in second and later parallel blocks, and so that child heaps will
be visible to the parent and to each other during parallel merge. This design is
somewhat rigid, since it requires that we set aside some estimated maximum space
for all heaps at program start, which the program cannot alter later on.
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These constraints seem difficult to avoid in a user-level implementation, and highlight the advantages that Determinator has by implementing WCD at the OS level,
since the OS routinely maintains bookkeeping for all processes and can manipulate
address spaces more easily than user processes can. One possible option would be
to have each child thread allocate its own heap (as a normal process would do) and
write its contents to a named file before exiting. In addition, it would record the
mapping of pointers to heap addresses and length of allocated space for each pointer
and save these data in a file as well (which could be the same file). The up-buddy
would then open and read the file and, in effect, reproduce the down-buddy’s heap
by allocating space in its own heap and copying each of its down-buddy’s allocated
blocks. Threads could take a similar approach to bookkeeping.This approach seems
both complex and likely to be costly, but only experiments would establish the precise
trade-off between these costs and the benefit of additional flexibility.
As we mentioned in 6.1.4, DOMP currently supports loop and sections work
sharing constructs, but it does not support the task construct or its associated
taskwait construct. We must leave these for future work.
The current implementation also does not support nested parallelism. In the
standard benchmarks, this turns out not to pose a problem. However, it excludes
a large class of potential parallel programs, including one so simple as a parallel
quicksort following the natural pattern where recursion requires nesting.
The proposed solution for global data structures and heaps, though awkward,
could also support nested parallelism.
*

*

*

Our current implementation, despite its limitations, enabled us to conduct experiments to evaluate DOMP’s performance, which we describe in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
Our evaluation of DOMP included experiments to measure performance and scalability, as well as experiences in converting nondeterministic OpenMP to DOMPcompatible code. Because of the costs of enforcing determinism in the working-copies
model, we do not expect DOMP to be competitive to GOMP in scalability and performance for all parallel applications. We hope to verify, however, that some parallel
applications can be run under DOMP with little or no overhead compared with
nondeterministic execution execution under GOMP. For applications with higher
overheads, DOMP may still be useful during software development and debugging,
even if the application is run in a nondeterministic environment on deployment for
performance reasons: this should be possible for any DOMP application provided
DOMP’s extended reductions are “back-ported” to conventional nondeterministic
OpenMP runtimes.

7.1

Performance and Scalability

In order to evaluate the performance and scalability of DOMP, we tested it against
the standard libgomp implementation on one homemade, one novel, and nine stan92

Figure 7.1: Benchmark running times, relative to standard (GOMP) times for the
same benchmark and number of threads. A value of 1 means equal running times
for DOMP and GOMP. IS (NPB) is a pathological outlier.

dard parallel benchmarks: matrix multiplication (2048 × 2048 matrices) (homemade); Mandelbrot set graphics creation (800 × 600 pixels, 50, 000 iterations) [48];
the PARSEC benchmarks blackscholes (10M input) and swaptions (128 swaptions, 1M trials); the NPB (3.3) benchmarks BT (input class “A”), DC (“A”),
EP (“A”), and IS (“B”); and the SPLASH-2 “kernel” benchmarks FFT (m = 18),
LU-contiguous-blocks (n = 2048), and LU-non-contiguous-blocks (n = 2048). MatMult, Mandelbrot, blackscholes, and the NPB benchmarks were already written in
OpenMP; we converted the others from pthreads to OpenMP. We ran the programs
with 1 thread and doubled the thread number up to 32, for IS, which had technical
problems at 32 threads.
SPLASH2, NPB, and PARSEC are standard parallel benchmarks used for systems research. We tried to run a much larger range of these benchmarks, but,
unfortunately, we ran into technical problems having to do with our malloc implementation, adapted from dlmalloc. We hope to be able to resolve these problems
in a follow-up and have more benchmark results.
Figure 7.1 shows comparisons of DOMP’s running times against those of the ref-
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Figure 7.2: Speedups for all nine benchmarks under DOMP. Closer to the ideal curve
is better. DC (NPT) appears slightly “better” than ideal because of mere noise.

erence implementation (GOMP), normalized to the latter. Six of the 11 benchmarks
scale well relative to GOMP, deviating from its performance by < 10%. MatMult
performs less well with 2 and 16 threads, but well for 32, perhaps because of how
the application splits the input matrix among threads. The three SPLASH-2 benchmarks do not scale well, increasing in running time relative to GOMP as the thread
number increases, to almost 3x for 16 threads for FFT.
The most egregiously poor performer, IS, shows pathological scaling, with the 16thread running time taking about 1.6 times that of 2 threads. Profiling with gprof
shows that DOMP-related data copying between threads during the merge process
accounts for about 56% of execution time. By contrast, in swaptions, BT, DC, and
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EP, where DOMP performs well, these activities account for less than 1% of total
time.
To investigate further, we instrumented the DOMP library to record the maximum number of distinct memory pages to which the master thread (thread 0) writes
in any parallel block, as well as the total number of pages to which the master has
written over the course of the program, running it with a single thread. As Table 7.1
shows, IS had both the highest maximum number of page writes to any parallel block
and the greatest overall number of page writes. Matrix multiplication had a comparable per-block maximum, but this program has only a single parallel block, whereas
IS has three. One of these latter, moreover, contains a barrier, further increasing the
time spent copying and merging from thread to thread, as suggested in 4.1. This
accounts for IS’s high total of pages written. FFT has 7 barriers and the LU variants
Benchmark
MatMult
Mandelbrot
BT
DC
EP
IS
blackscholes
swaptions
FFT
LU-cont
LU-non-cont

Max Pages
24578
1
4
2
2
34778
9768
677
5
7
7

Total Pages
24578
1
1911
3
4
90100
9768
677
5
7
7

Table 7.1: Number of pages written when running single-threaded: maximum over
all parallel blocks, and total over the whole program.

5, whereas DC, EP, and swaptions have none, perhaps helping to explain the former
group’s poor scalability as compared with the latter’s.
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7.2

Adapting Code for DOMP

DOMP served as a drop-in replacement for standard OpenMP with libgomp in 7
of the 11 benchmarks. BT and EP contain atomic, and DC critical, constructs,
all of which we were able to replace with extended reductions, as described in 5.2.
For better modularity, we wrote the extended reduction identity elements, combining functions, and associated wrappers in a separate file in C, with which we were
more familiar than Fortran, though the reduction code could just as easily have been
written in Fortran. Putting the extended reduction code in a separate file allowed us
to re-use code, following the idea of a potential library of common extended reductions suggested in 5.2. Table 7.2 summarizes the extent of our changes to benchmark

MatMult
Mandelbrot
BT
DC
EP
IS
blackscholes
swaptions
FFT
LU-cont
LU-non-cont

Total
109
105
3589
2809
228
634
359
1780
1504
2484
1890

DOMP
Changes
0
0
16
3
16
0
0
0
0
0
0

Module
0
0
30
48
30
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0
0
1
2
20
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 7.2: Lines of code changed in adapting OpenMP programs to DOMP. Total:
total lines of code in the original program, before modification. DOMP Changes:
lines inserted, deleted, or replaced in any original source file. Module: size of
external module supporting an extended reduction. %: Portion of total included in
modification ((changed + total )/total ).

source code in order to enable it to run with DOMP and extended reductions. We
did not include makefiles or test-running scripts in these figures. In counting changed
lines, we did not include those changes necessary to port pthreads benchmarks to
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pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0; i<numOptions; i++) {
price = BlkSchlsEqEuroNoDiv( sptprice[i], strike[i],
rate[i], volatility[i], otime[i],
otype[i], 0);
prices[i] = price;
}
Figure 7.3: Benign data race in blackscholes.
OpenMP, since these changes were equally necessary for both GOMP and DOMP.
DOMP-specific changes amount to 2% or less of the total lines of code, except in EP,
where the original source is unusually short but requires two extended reductions.

7.3

Discovering Concurrency Bugs—Or Not

We had somewhat expected to uncover hitherto latent concurrency bugs by running
DOMP on these well-known benchmarks, but found that they must have been long
sifted enough to be rid of them. Early in development, we did discover a benign race
in PARSEC blackscholes, represented in Figure 7.3.
The data race is on the variable price, which is defined outside of the parallel
block and therefore shared. This was in an earlier version of PARSEC. We reported
the data race to the PARSEC team, and they removed it in the next version by
simply assigning directly to the elements of the prices array.
We did, however, test DOMP with artificial programs that had data races, and
obtained the required error response.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
Our analysis of synchronization in existing code bases suggests that a rigorously
deterministic parallel programming model may be practical for much otherwise conventional software, using familiar platforms, languages, environments, and tools.
Our encouraging experience with DOMP supports Working-Copies Determinism as
a promising approach to realizing this goal.
In the short term, the DOMP project could go further in at least two directions. First, DOMP would benefit from the inclusion and implementation of pipeline
and task queue constructs, as discussed in 4.3.3, as well as perhaps the OpenMP
task construct itself. Such extensions would advance research further by solving
the practical problems involved in making deterministic parallelism as accessible as
possible. Secondly, changes in DOMP’s design could possibly address at least some
of its current limitations discussed in 6.6: a static limit on the number of allowable
threads and a rigid heap mechanism that does not well accommodate the wide range
of different demands that various programs place on this type of storage.
Pipelines, which appear as just another possible construct, could in turn open
the way for a wide range of explorations of efficient deterministic processing, be-
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cause of their kinship with dataflow languages and, underlying those, Kahn process
networks. A DOMP implementation that could support a flexible range of different
sorts of pipelines, extending to arbitrary execution graphs, could allow the programmer to express a program in any one of a number of different ways, all of which are
deterministic—whether conceiving of the program as a distribution of tasks among
workers or as a pattern of data flow or a combination of the two.
A deterministic task queue construct would undercut the programming assumption most likely to result in nondeterminism, which is the assumption that adaptive
nondeterminism is necessary to maximize efficiency.
Another area of potential benefit for DOMP would be further improvements in
DOMP’s error output when it encounters a race condition. We currently print the
address and data segment in which the race occurs and the pair of threads involved
in the first race encountered. It would be far more useful to the programmer to have
more clues as to the variable to which the address corresponds in the source code.
We already have the structure in place easily to report the parallel block (identified
by number in sequence from program start). Perhaps it would be useful to have a
command line switch available to the programmer to cause DOMP to gather much
richer information, such as the source code line number, using the same data as GDB
uses. Thus, when the programmer encounters a race, he or she could re-run the code
with the switch set, which might incur a higher overhead, but would be worthwhile
in a debugging context.
The implementation of DOMP presented here as a library for Linux has the
advantages of accessibility that we have noted. However, an implementation of the
same API and underlying concepts to run on the Determinator operating system [13]
would potentially expand the accessibility and appeal of Determinator for programmers and contribute to its further development as a full-scale operating system.
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An implementation of DOMP for a strongly-typed language, perhaps specifically
a language with a managed runtime virtual machine such as Java or C#, would open
up attrractive possibilities. We could avoid the dilemmas inherent in the granularity
of comparison during the merge operation as described in 6.6, since we could adjust
the granularity to be appropriate to each type. Furthermore, such an implementation
could be far more efficient than our current one, if it can restrict its comparing and
merging to a list of known objects rather than to entire pages or address ranges. In
principle, standard OpenMP can be implemented for such a language, as shown by
JOMP, the implementation for Java [25].
Another area of future exploration is the exploitation of hardware in the present
and future in order to make DOMP more efficient and scalable, for use in large manycore systems. Could some processors be set aside for synchronization and merging
operations, and would we gain anything in performance? Although the merge operation must, as a whole, come sequentially after parallel execution (or between parallel
blocks), elements of the merge process itself might be open to parallelization. For instance, processing of the reduction variables might go on at the same time as merging
of pages (or objects). The possibility of custom, dedicated hardware might also be
worth exploring. For instance, hardware that records which process has written to
a location in memory could obviate the need for memory protections and trapping,
with its attendant overhead.
These are a few possible avenues to explore. Nevertheless, the current state of
the DOMP project has at least provided a reasonably practical instance of accessible deterministic parallelism, sufficient to conduct performance and development
experiments. We hope that the resulting insights will benefit further research into
practical and accessible parallel determinism.
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